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TERRACE-. The, municipality' of need at least seven or eight more full-~ 
Terrace agrees with the position taken flmestaff members totakeon the Job~l~ 
bythe Union of B.C. Municipalities that serving documents, he sa id . .  - i . 
they should not be responsible for the "There's probably a greater volume 
delivering c~ court documents. (~ documents o be served) here tl~n! 
Bob HaUsox~, Clerk-Administrator, in the rest of the province combinedi" 
says that M a lettel" addressed to the he said. ! : ., ..... 
Attorney General, the municipal police BEING CONSIDERED ~ ' ' 
, will be instructed not to deliver c(art But Farren said the  police: 
documents. , department is currently considering "a  
Headdsthatltisnotadh'ectcoettlmt communication" from the attorney: 
concerns the municipality, but rather general's department that may affect 
that an indirect cost will be incurred .the decision not to serve court ; 
when municipal police take time to documents. He would not explain. 
,deliver court documents instead of further. 
performing municipal police duties. A delegation o+ mayors met with 
Meanwhile according to Canadian Attorney General Brian Smith and,  
Press, M spite el an order from the Municipal Affdirs Minister Bill Ritchie 
provincial government for .police Friday to discuss the  province's 
departments o' begin am:vies court elimination c / the  provincial ~m~.[ '~. 
service and the transfer of documents today, - several 
municipalities are refus'ing, said responsibilities to the muniell~dities.', 
Audrey Moore, president of the Union They argued that hey have refrained 
of B.C. municipalities, from increasing property taxes for the. , .  
last two years on the undemanding 
The province's 12 municipalities that the provincial government would 
served by their own. police force, not increase their financial 
instead (/the RCMP, have agreed not responsibllites, 
to serve the doeuments, Mooresaldina The mayors proposed that the 
telephone interview from Castlegar province pay the cost of serving 
where 'she is mayor, documents hat relate to matters under . , 
The Vancouver police department is provincial Jurisdiction and:,Sm th , .  . . . . .  • ; ' " - '~" *~'  th" ~rovlnce Will - '~si"~' ; .Kids from the Terrace Child Development Center helped their pre-echool and speech program. Helplng him cut the cake Is Lols 
not serving court documents oday and ',,e~ . . . . . .  t, . "~" " . ~.~ "~ffiend .Ben, With hi{, celebr•te his graduation from the Center's McDanlels, pre.school teachei" of the Development .Center.. 
limp. Mike Far~en said the courts will the proposal. • • . . . .  
begin to feel the effects almost "We willbeverycarefidlyrevlewlng ,~. 
immediately, the system as to how it works, and we o ' ~:. ~ ' ~ 
For example, among the court wi l l  be making neees•ary©ost  Mil idle despite government order d~ument~ ,~ pelleearel~.iM asked to adjustments, if those are warranted a• '%~, 
deliver are subpeenae~ Fatten said If - a result of th~ new shift," Smith said. . ..... 
subpoenas aren't served, witnem~e will The. mayors i~ave a meeting : ~ : ~. :i . i. 
notshowupineourtandcaseswill have tentatively scheduled for Wednesday . .: ..... " VANC.0UVER;(CPJ~--- Pulp mills in "The unions are taking a different contract settlement, 
to be stayed, withprovlneial officials to'resolve the ~ ' ~ Britlsh£olumbia~remained idle today tack~ I can't say that it's illegal." McClelland said that the proposed 
Vancouver police estimate they will dispute. • :~ as union workers refusedto return to Union' spokesmen were unavailable legislation ot only requires companies 
"T w0rkin splte of legislation introduced for comment, to open their plants, it orders 
" . . . .  • . , Friday.ordering an :end to. the eight- employees back to work under the 
Students sha, r e  con l©ern ls  .... .u ,  the ind.t i 'y 's  I~p0kesman 'said cctlectiveAS requiredbargainingby the pulpassistanceand .peract, c . t racts  which expired last June. = "?~,i ' - - I "  i~-,~-, - "~ '  : ~ '  "- ; } today he is not surprisal at the unions' intr0ddced Friday ~ just before, the He was echoing the position given by 
byitALPHRESCHKE . ~,  '~ . // But we feel it,s justs:matter ~t ime i ~. ~/a.c~ion,~'!:¥,~,;~ i. :..:i: ~'!~: ,~". ! ;  ~ .  leglslatdre ~se~.for the weekend, ' the Premier Bill Bennett when he 
• HersldStaffWrltQr., : ".  ' :bef~e. !rivatization affects: ca :  ~i-~,~ :. il/;! .~'' ,  i.~!~ i ? , '  .,~ ~.~,~t ,e  i~tTy  has .]llft ~.  !.the l~kout 'it annodneed the government's plan 
themselvesNorthweat Students fo r  ~*-i Thestudenti~rouplsah,0w0k'rledthat:. ,, ' ~ 'p  ~d '  p~iper !ddustrla~ Relations thetwo unions, television address Tnursoay evemns, 
Education set up a information desk at . i. as  a result o f  tlie budget, satellite ~ ! Bureau,.said he/is disappoin.ted, but Pickets, at most of the' 20 mills, Bennett said he *could not stand by' 
the Open House held at th~ Northwest . ~:camlmses Will be closing oown re.the ,+~" said he does not believe the~- Canadian however, simply exchanged their while British Columbia lost 
Community College on Thursday, coming year, , Paperworkers- Union and the Pulp, Locked Out placards for ones reading intermitional pulp markets and missed 
March 29. Starting in the fall of 1964, students in Paper and Woodworkers of Canada re On Strike after the industry announced out on economic recovery because of a 
Tim Henthome, chairperson of the B.C, attending post-secondary ~ breaking thelaw. Friday that it would lift the lockout at dispute estimated to be costing 
NSE, says that the group's main institutions, will no longer be offered ~ "We think that the intention of the midnight Sunday night, companies $8 million a day, and costing 
concern is with the availability of grants by the provincial government. -~.,. legislation is clear, and we're Labor Minister Bob McClelland said workem $2 million a day in wages and 
programs inthe coming year, (19B4-85). Fomerly, student loans were awarded attempting to comply with the spirit of Friday that if union members went on salaries. 
He said that as a result of the on the basis of a loan-grant split, it, even though tt, chnically it hasn't strike, they were simply, asking the McClellandsaidFridaytlmtalthoush 
education budget being cut by the The grant portion has now been been passed," he said, Social Credit government to impose a debate on the legislation would not 
provincial government, some courses changed to a loan, thereby increasing begin until this week, it is effective 
currently offered by colleges will be the difficulty for low-income students to March 30, so the date it is passed has no 
drox~.dandtaughtb~commerela l  aeee~edueat ionat theeo i legeo~ No, sign of progress "private" schools, university level. Bpt LesSer said Sunday. night he 
believed a strike would be legal 
Henthorne, cites examples of courses , During the Open House on Thursday; ""  because the government's bill had not 
alreadybeMg privatized in the lower Henthorne estimates that r i k e  
mainla•d, "Students that used to l~Y approximately S00peop|estoppedat in newspaper st 
1300 for a business course in college, . theinformation booth to talk' with don't know whether you can have 
are now paying up to $3000 in a pr!vate representatives of NSE. something that becomes illegal 
business school.As well, courses uch Hesaysthatonly about5 per cent had. VANCOUVER (CP) - -  There was no benefits will amount o about $I00 a relroaetively. That's a legal question." 
as hairdressing and, secretarial anything negative to say about the ! sign ,~ progress during the weekend week, Young said. Professor Edward MeWhinney, a 
programs are being privatized and the group action, and that the majority of ', toward a resolution of the s~rike that The company, saying the two papers constitutional aw expert at Simon 
government is talking about doing the people were unaware that the cutbacks has closed this city's two daily are barely breaking even, has offered F~aser University, said M an interviov 
same with other programs," in education will have such a dramatic ,- '~ ~ newspapers, the unions a three-year contract with a Sunday there is no provision in the 
The problem with privatization, effect. ~ Pickets from five production unions first-year wage freeze followed by Constitution against legislative 
according to Henthorne, is that not only , A petition at the booth received remained around the Pacific Press annual increases of 3.5 and five per retroaetivity of the sort contemplated 
does it limit access to the programs by roughly 500 signatures and the students building, headquarter8 of the morning cent. by the government. 
students, but it also removes any. -plan to circulate the petitim among ' Province and afternoon Sun. Union and The joint council is seeking a two- "It's a political issue," not a legal 
controls on course content, therefore college classes this week, and possibly management officials said Sunday year pact With raises of eight per cent one,'"McWhinney said. 
courses taught throughout B.C. by set up an information booth in the mall night here had been no eommunieaUon in each year, but Young said this is not After initially criticizing the proposed 
commercial schools may not be and get more signatures there. "; "since the strike began late Wednesday. necessarily the guild's position, legislation, Art Grtmtman, regional 
uniform. Henthorne commends the college for , • The sixth imlon, the Newspaper Guild He refused to say what the guild was vice-president of the 7,200-member 
He pdnls out, though, that the : organizing a good Open Hesse and , ~. Which with mote than g00members has seeking, saying he did not want to paperwcrkers union, and Jim Sloan, 
privaflzatlon lmue is a provincial Issue allowing the Northwest Students for 'i ckmble the combined membership of negotiate through the media, president of the.5,500-member pulp and 
at the moment and not something that ,~tucation to set up an inf0rmatiou ~./~e other five, was awaiting mediated Under the last contract, which woodworkers union, have avoided 
is affecting the college just yet. desk, ";[ ~egaUations with the Southern-owned expired Feb, 29, pay rates at Pacific comment on what heir unions intended 
! company, scheduled to begin April 9. Press were among the highest in to do. 
! ~ ., ~ "That's the way it sits, as faras l 'm Canadian journalism. The lockout was imposed after a 
, omeemed," said Jim Young, president The minimum salary for senior deadlock over the length of contract, 
'~ ~f thegufld local, which was drummed reporters was $701.54 a week~ Senior pensions and holidays. 
~.~ ,~t  of the joint council of newspaper printers received a base hourly rate of The industry is seeking a three-year 
~ions for seeking mediation, ,..+, + " $18.92 for a 34-hour, four-day week. contract similar to the one accepted by 
~! i IY0ung said he had heard rumors that The striking unions, apparently " the province's largest forest industry 
management was already preParing to prepared for a long shutdown, have set union, the 38,000-member International 
ask mediator Jack Chaps!as to book + upa trailer as picket headquarters near Woodworkers of America. 
~' ouL but ithis was denied bY E, H. the building. The pulp unionshave insisted on s 
:. Wheatley, general manager 0fPacific The last strike at Pacific l~rms I~gan two-year agreement, saying they will 
Press and publisher of The Sum, in November 1978 and went on'for eight accept a three-year term only if there Is 
• ~ ;~'Under British Columbia labor law, months, inflation protection in the final year. 
'; neither a strike nor a.iockotfl is legal "I just have no idea whatsoevel" as to. 
while a mediate" +is at w~k/ '  the length of the dispute," Young said , ~PKPHi~ p[Ass Ar° 
GUILD STUCK Sunday, adding that he believes it 
" 4'he guild, caught in ~nbo by the cannot be settled without help from a 
',other unions' pickets, has scheduled a th i rd . .y  receive 
!membership meeting for Thursday at Wheatley said the company ,was 
which it plans to distribute the first planning no immediate barpiniug 
• ~eques from its defence fund, The initiatives. 
, grant 
Chamber supports Kemano + group o( seniors involved with the 
, : ' Heritage Park Project of Terrace has 
TERRACE-- The Terl'ace and Vsnderhoo(, the economy of B.C, will been given a grant ot 113,S00 by the 
Dis0"lct Chamber of Commerce will be certainly benefit from the project, federal New Horizons programs. 
sending a representative to a public Other area Chambers that have The grant will be used to furnish the 
. n~tlng between the Department of shown support for the project include historic Kalum Hotel with shoW.Ha, 
Fisheries and Oceansand the' general Vanderho~ and Kltimat. period furniture and other artifacts, 
I ImbUe, to be held M Vaneow~ on April "The essence of the brid is that it's The Heritage Park Project is neariqg 
3'and 4.  ~ " - completion and should be open by early not a question of Jobs and fish, it's a 
The purpose of the trip is tO submit a question of how do we save both," says June, 1964. 
Chamber of Commerce brief showing , Harrison, "We believe that through Group President Is Mrs, Mamle E. 
, ~por t  for the Kemano c0mpleUm cooperation between Alcan and the Kerby. : 
The T~rraee Birthing Bed Committee Is trying to l'alse funds for • new blrthMg bed st . ptoJeot. " . • FisheriesDepartment there is room for New Horizons is a program of the 
Mills Memorial Hospital and every domatlou brings tbst goal so much closer. NoreM " '~ng down will b+ Bill + Haprison, ' both. It's not 'either-or' and that's the Department el National Health and 
. Hawklrm, representing the Terrace Klmettes, presents Margaret Dedllmke wilh a second vice.president of. the Chamber, point we'd like to make." . Welfare, Minister Monique Be~in, 
i.++ ~! cheque fern. 1350 to go towards the purchase of • new labour delivery 'bed, who says that the brle~ baMeally states He stresses that he preset should be which funds projects by groups" of 
Margaret is a member of the birthing bed eommlttee. Eseh of the mM~ e0st between that while Terrace may not be directly dealt with through "communicatim, seniors enabling them to remain active 
!| i 18,000 and 110,000. At present,/here are over 480 deliveries i t  the hospital etch year. affected by the building o~ It muelter in not cmkontation." and involved in their community. 
t 
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Letters to 
the Editor 
To the E(l-ff0ri . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
For the past two years, I have been 
researching a hook detalllng the 
experiences of Canadians who served 
or worked in Southeast Asia during the 
Vietnam Era, 
To date, I have confirmed several 
hundred Canadians who served with 
U.S., Australian and New Zealand 
Armed Forces in Vletham as well as 
Canadian troops who served with the 
series of International Controls 
Commissions between 1965 - 73, 
Canadian journalists, doctors, nurses 
and others whose duties ranged from 
covert operations to rescuing orphans. 
I am appealing to your readers, who 
may have served or know someone who 
did, to contact: Doug Clark, 7 Douglas 
Crescent, Fegns, Ontario. N1M 1C1 519- 
843-4019. 
Thanking you in advance for your 
assistance, I remain. 
Yours truly, 
Doug Clark 
States-wants Canada to demonstrate preeidentinl.eiecrion while the country" i 
support for U.S.~acked political fo~s  . in*enmeshed in civil war; ,. ~ . i,: 
in E l  Salvador,. putting Canadian . The Canadinn minister, who'was ':. 
External Affairs Minister:" Allan expected to reply to Shultztbday, was~, 
'MacEachen on the spot in advance of a :, . umderstoed, frmn Informants to  have /':! 
visit tO the strifetorn region this week.;, i'" :'received eonflieflng advice " from 
MacEaehen, who. is conferring with . dipinmatie aides. 
U.S, State Secretary George Shul{z in 
Washington .before heading to Central 
America Tuesday, was understood to
have been ashed by Shultz to add El 
Salvador to hls itinerary, 
.. Alsodincussed among MaeEaehan's 
a/des was a proposal for Canada to 
provide observers to help oversee the 
next stage of elections in El Salvador, 
which 'are being conducted against he 
opposition of insurgent leftist forces In 
the Cenh'al'American country. 
The written request, submitted In 
advance 'o f  MacEachen-Shultz 
meetings Sunday night and today, was- 
. proposed asa way of displaying support 
SEE DANGERS 
MacEachen had to weigh the Idea Of 
endouraglng an electoralnolution tothe 
four-ycar~ld strife in El Salvador 
against the appearance of lining up 
'with one side inthe struggle at  the 
behest of Washlngfon. 
The minister's travel plans originally 
excluded El Salvador, with tl~ official 
• reason.a desire to avoid seeming to 
meddle in the country's affairs.'- 
Aides said .it would be hard for 
MacEachen.to avoid meeting there 
with the two Jeaders -  Christian 
Democrat Jose Napoleon Duarte and 
dghflei candidate Roberto d'Aulmtsson 
run-off poll early next month. 
iSome advisers feared such a 
iV[acEachen visit would tend to 
~dermine Canada's official position of 
neutrality and  its support of a 
negotiated settlement of political 
struggles inthe region, as advocated by 
~glonal governments. 
MacEaehen's original itinerary 
cluded Costs Riea, Colombia, 
duras and Nicaragua. 
': A . Canadian newspaper 
advertisement on the eve of 
MaeEaehen's trip, published by a 
group Including Gulllermo Ungo of the 
E! Salvador evolutionary front and 
Cobmbian Foreign Minister Rodriogo 
Ca/cedo, urged MacEachen to warn 
Washington against arming Insurgent 
groups, including rightist 
revolutionaries fighting the Marxist 
junta in Nicaragua. 
But MecEachen, in a meeting Sunday 
United States against criticism from 
Nicaragua. ' ' 
MacEachen was said to have told 
Shuliz that he had advised Nicaragua to 
tone down its criticism of the U.nited 
States. At the same time, Canada 
opposes outside militarY intervantiom, 
MacEachen said he had told the 
Nicaraguan foreign minister, Mlguel 
D'Esonto Brockman, ' that he would not 
get anywhere in Canada by criticizing 
the United States. 
The Marxist Nicaraguan government 
Ins been criticizing the United States 
for supporting rebels seeking :its 
overthrow. 
FOUND NO COERCION 
MacEachen also reported to Shultz of 
findings of Canadian observersat, the 
Salvadoran elections last month that 
there has been no indication of coercion 
d voters. 
Poland,s  .communists . ridicule Walesa 
WARSAW (AP) - -  Poland's 
Communist government ridiculed Loch 
Walesa today as the world's "most- 
rifled citizen," suggesting sarcastically 
that a royal crown might be next in his 
array of honors. 
The attack in the Communist party 
newspaper Trybuus Ludu came a day 
after Walesa, a founder of the outlawed 
labor union Solidarity and the 1983 
Nobel Peace Prize laureate, denounced 
the official campaign .to remove ~ 
crucifixes from public buildings. 
In a statement issued from his 
Gdansk apartment Sunday, Walesa 
said Poles will use all means available 
to. win the so-called "war of the 
crosses," 
Without mentioning Walesa by name, 
Trybona Ludu scoffed at his latest 
honor-- becoming an honorary monk of 
the Pauline order at the Jasna Gora 
Monastery in Czestochowa, site of 
Poland's lidiest icon. 
Listing Walesa'a wards and honors, 
including the Peace Prize and honorary 
doctorates from western universities, 
the newspaper declared him a "record- 
• Imldnr" :as "the most titled citizen in 
the world." 
'STRIKES AT WEAK' 
"Why not adding a symbolic 
iresidehtlal title - -  suggested not long 
ago by some organizations operating 
a t}mad-  or even a royal crown?" 
Trybuna Ludu said. 
On. Sunday, Walesa said student 
protests were spreading against tim 
government ban on crosses in public 
buildings. He said authorities were 
striking .at' "the weak" by stripping 
crucifixes from the walls of schools. 
instead of 'factorieS. 
The statement from the 40-year-old 
shipyard electrician echoed one from 
Poland's 80 bishops, who said Sunday 
the church is not willing to 
compromise. 
Art Lee new Liberal leader 
RICHMOND, B.C. (CP) including Jean Chretien garnered three.per cent of "You would be 
-- Seven hundred who received the the popular vote in the surprised by the nunlber 
delegates thunderously warmest applause of all May 1983 election, in (/ teachers that have 
applauding a bright new from a standing.room- which the Soereds won 35 joined recently,", she 
leader created a sight for only crowd Sunday. seats and the NDP 22. said, pointing to school 
the sore eyes of British Fifteen minutes after McLoughlin estimated layoffs and restraint on 
Columbia Liberals at the the federal energy the federal candidates education funding. '~ 
-provincia l  par ty ' s  minister finished his drew 125 ,additional LEE ALTERN~'I~.~ 
'we~h'd'~0a~etltibn: ..... . ' " "s~- .h ,  only about "80 1 , ' ' " "~ .... ~"~ '~'l . . . . .  ~, '  deagates, and said , f l~  :T l i  """ . . . . . . . .  :; • e bmerals n e tne 
" Twice asmany people delegates were left to ,.c~o~:~ool.}~da~ce~,,raca,,~b;tet;$...~,.iil,..(l/in°.~.: an 
- -  about 700 registered consider provincial policy y nt mr a ' ' : • . . . .  ttraetlve alternative m delegates --  turned out resolutions, an Increase m the Lee 36 an Albe- " 
- rov inc ia l  .,o,~*,,'0 , . rio-horn for the cenventton that Few B.C. Liberals ~emborsh~, , ,,,,vo=,~:° Vancouver lawyer and 
elected former MP Art denied that Chretien, recent mon~l~ : ' : '~ '~ fourth-generation 
Lee leader in this Joho Turner und the other . . . . . . .  deseendunt of a Chinese 
Vancouver  suburb federal hopefuls brought 5,000. immigrant who came to 
saturday as voted in1981, out the crowd -- but they "I know for a fact it Canada to work on:the 
when Shirley McLoughlin believe many were also started right after the CPR. 
was chosen to lead the hoping to help rebuild the S o c i a 1 C r e d i t 
dwindling, demoralized provincial party, which government's budget last Lee won the heavily 
Liberals. has not had a seat in the July," .MeLoughlin said, ethnic and working.class 
Many delegates were legislature since 1979. referring to the Bennett Vancouver East' federal 
seeking aclose look at the Caught in the government's weeping ridingin a'n upset in 1974, 
six federal Liberal polarization of B.C. package of fiscally but was defeated by the 
leadership candidates, politics, the Liberals conservative measures. NDP in 1979 and 1980. 
...ariel so, we Ottawa will con%mue to 
m tiate aS lon;  as the leaves  row 
trees, the rYvers flow frec,%tc. 
Fra kl  if  atter was y olvecl. 
civil  xvonts here aL, 
In  ./Jfairs would be Lhrown 
d.work. 
In a pastoral letter ead from pulpits 
across the country, the bishops i sued a 
new demand for "crosses in places ... 
where the children of this 
overwhehningly Catholic nation are 
~" brought up." 
The government of Gen. WoJcioch 
,laruzelski maintains that crucifixes in 
public buildings violate constitutional 
Iz'Inelples eparating church and state, 
DEPENDS ON PEOPLE 
The church, which claims 
membership of more than 90 per cent of 
the country's 36.7 million people, 
argues that 'the crucifix should be 
a/lowed:to hang where the majority of 
people wants it. 
Government spokesman Jerzy Urban 
said last week authorities were 
removing crosses from an unspecified 
number of factories as well as sch~ls 
"elsewhere in Poland" without. 
incident. 
Clandestine communiques said five 
students were detained overnight 
March 21 when security agents raided a 
high school in Torun, 240 kllometres 
northwest of Warsaw, 
Wa|ess also reported trouble betw~en 
youngsters and authorities in the Baltic 
seaport where he lives. "I know ab0dt 
arrests, questionings, detentions, 
searches and other forms of repressiou 
applied against he youngsters of the 
3rd Lycee in Gdansk," he said. 
The church-state confrontation is  
esnlred in a rural area 64 kllomet/'es 
south of Warsaw, where hundreds of 
high school students began protests 
three weeks ago over the removal, of 
eruciflxes from four schools. 
HERBERT G, GRUBIgL 




:Shou Id we'disoard 
Bank  o f : * ' :  '"- "-" 
Get rid of the Bank of Canada? 
Yes, thts is ihe latest conclusion that follows 
from the revisionist thinking of conservative 
economists. They have concluded that Canada 
would be better off if private enterprise would supp- 
ly all of the country's need for Cash balances. 
The revisionist thinking has two cornerstones. 
One Is that econqmle Instability before the creation 
of central banks was less than afterward. Economic 
historians dug deeply into 19th century statistics 
and calculated the variance of real economic out- 
put. For Germany, France, and the United 
Kingdom, the instability was less than in the 20th 
century when central banks managed these 
economies. Only for the United $tates was the case 
reversed. 
But even there, a re-examination f the history 
of free and wildcat banking should lead to a revision 
of textbooks. It is true that here were many private 
banks that had issued notes payable on demand 
.whose'address turned Out to be a Nebraska lot 
where wildcatS"roamed. But reachers found that 
public losses w~re much smaller than earlier work 
had Implied. Many of the bank closures of the period 
were, in fact, orderly dissolutions of business that 
brought no losses to depositors or stockholders. 
The second cornerstone ofthe revisionist think- 
ing on the ;limit of central banks is the theory of 
regulation. Ae~rdlng to it, the economic instability 
under central bank management is no fluke: It can. 
"not be expee(od to become'better because the 
system Is wrong. 
The system permits politicians too much in- 
fluence..,%'hrou~h them, special interest groups get 
to use it for their.own benefit. The results have been 
periods of excess money creation causing booms 
and inflation, followed by painful readjustment to
price af~bility~ Cbnsider the massive cycles of this 
century -- the Roaring '20s in"owed by the Great 
Depression of the '30s, the Prosperous '60s led to the 
Inflationary '70s and were followed by the stagfla- 
finn of the '80s. Faulty monetary policy caused them 
all. 
One conservative remedy for these roller- 
coasters has been the proposal to limit central bank 
dlscrettonary power. This would be achieved'by " 
mandating money supply growth rates in the con- 
stlturion. 
But this approach still leaves the banking in.. 
dustry in the clutches,of regulators. As a result, 
there wil l  always be efficiency losses and system 
abuse by sl~lal interest groups, 
These kinds of Ideas have led Milton Friedman 
to propose the abandonment of he Federal Reserve 
• system of the United States. He would have existing 
U.S. currency maintained at its current level Corn- 
mercia/banks' reserves, which determine the quan- 
tity of chocking deposits In existence, would also re- 
main fixed. Friedman believes that the financial 
system would come up always with more efficient 
ways to use the existing money so that there would 
be neither Inflation or deflation. 
Other economists go even fui'tber. They see no 
need for governm~t money of any .kind. The 
private sector can be relied upon to select an effi- 
cient standard of value.and limit of account. The 
modem Information Industry would assure that 
.there would be few wildcat banks and low costs of 
handling private money. The efficiency and stabili- ' 
ty of western market economies would be enhanced 
greatly. , , 
Is flds nll!a plpodmam? Don't bet on It. The U.S. 
deregula/Ion fthe airline, bus, telephone and much 
of the securities Industries started with such Ideas. 
But don't try to buy the Bank of Canada building 




Minister• .,. ,.,, 
, ,0 f0nance  
We are now well into a new fiscal year, follow- 
ing my introduction i February of a new provincial 
budget. 
' I am proud that my ministry, and this govern- 
ment, has proven itself able to buck some 
seemingly-irreversible trends by calling for budget 
spending lower than that of the previous year. 
The last time that happened was 31 years ago. 
More than half the people of this province were not 
even born at that time. Now, at last, htstory is 
repeating itself. It took a long time to happen. But it 
is happening this year, Just as our Social Credit 
government promised uring last year's election 
campaign. 
I cannot ake personal responsibility for this 
dramatic reversal in the escalation of public spen- 
ding. People in my ministry have worked hard and 
long under my direction, to determine how and 
where the cuts can best be made. . . . . .  
But the bottom line is clear. This go~'ernment 
has succeeded in doing what many thought impossi- 
ble. We have succeeded in stopping the growth of  
government spending, while still preserving essen- 
tial services. 
Many suggested that we should spend more, 
even though we couldn't afford it, to "stimulate" 
the provincial economy. In other words, they sug- 
gssted that we should buy on credit for the short- 
term benefits of the people of this province. • 
I think this year's budget clearly demonstrates 
the error of such thinking. We are creating JObs, not 
by spending but by living within our means. By 
reducing spending and the deficit, the government 
is avoiding future tax Increases that would threaten 
the competitiveness of B.C. industries and lead to 
fewer Jobs. 
We look to the future. This new budget plans 
ahead, ensuring that we will be able to remove the 
10ng-term debt burden our children would otherwise 
bear. 
In all areas of government, except one, ex- 
penses are reduced over the'last year. The one very 
necessary exception isquality health care. Health is 
a top priority for this government. ' 
And so we have upped necessary spending, Im- 
posing modest ax increases to cover the higher 
cost. I hope sincerely that these taxes will be only 
temporary. We plan to remove them as Soon as Ot- 
tawa agrees to bear its fair share of the price of' 
medical services. 
The federal government currently has a deficit 
in the neighborhood f $31 billion. That means that 
30 imntS of every federal tax dollar you pay goer to 
cover in.terest 6n previous debt. It is our  overn- 
m.en.t's•and my minbtry's duty to enR.,~ 'thg~, ,h,t 
aoeg~othappenhere~ " ., ~ ,~'. -c - - -  . ' -~- ' - -  
. .~  are accepting the challenge,/mid we are uni. 
que.in facJng a p~biem sh~h~d ~¥i.all the western world. . . . . .  : "~ ;:,.,:-. ~ 
:ve  Co,. 
wane continuing to provide all necessary services 
I am proud of this government, I am proud o| 
the people in my ministry who are willing and able 
' to work with me to develop this budget, which Is 
right for the times. 
But; most of all, I wouldlike to thank you the 
people of British Columbia"Who have supported 
m~tsolf and my ministerial Staff in making a flnan. 
clal necessity into a political reality. • 
Political decisions are not always in the best li1. 
terests of the people they serve. Here, in British Col- 
umbia, we are showing the way. We will all benefit. 
Our children will th~nk us for It; .' . . . . .  
' F 
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' LOS:  .ANGELES police saldt~lay; '~,," .' Mar t in  : t01d ;a- newl. :  "[Mlrty'wu to be.for ldm;":: Mart in.said no formal " argument betweenthe  for 'a  short while and, front lawn of his home. 
(Heuter) -  The 70-yenr- Marvili: Ga~e St  is conferones . . . . . . .  He  was taken.., to-charSes have yet been two Ga as a arentl  after he returned several The d . . . . . .  " . . . .  ". ... - . . . . . . .  : . . Y PP Y . , gun was found In the. 
dd father of soul singer ~eged to have shot h i s ,  .Gaye, who had.a string ,California hospital in Los. ,.filed against I ' the elder broke out in an upstairs revolver shots were fired hack garden, Martin said.i 
~wvinGayeJr. labelng s~,when an argument " of re,~a;d bits in the lge0s Angeles fit, e r i t iea i  Gaye, l~theisboingbeld bekoom in the father's and the singer washitin "As best we can tell,: 
held on suspicion of Sunday between the two and won" two Gremmy condition' - i~nd was" without.-, bail. Under two-storey Victorian the chest, he said. 
murdering his son, who men dver a birthday awards last year for  • pronounced dead-?I0 '.California law; a suspect home in central Los 
died from a gunshot party turned into. a comeback best, 'seller;. mlnutasaftarhlsarrival,- can beheld on suspicion Angales, where the eluger IN CUSTODY 
wound to the chest ea the pushlng, and ':~shoving. Sexual Healing(. would i a. hospital spoke, man:beforebeing charged, had been staying. The elder Gsye was 
eve of hls 45th birthday, match, De,. Lieut; ~ .: have been~45 today. The ,suld. ' ' ~, • •'Martln said " an Thefather left the room taken into custody on the 
Manitoba :bikers challenge new helmet laws 
WINNIPEG (CP) --. 'Thcysay,helmetsdon~t deputy attorney generaL, motoreycltstewhileltwas beadqmrters. (Prest and Fisher), It 
There were five actors -- save llveCand; in fact, " "I don'tthink it makes' being debatsd Isot year. 
can be a /danger  i" any difference whether a '  John Prent and Don two bareheaded 
motorcyclists, their themselves . in ~' some person seek& out a ticket 
lawyer and two weib cases, and tbey Invited or gets one by accident," 
prompted pdlee oflicers, thepollceofficerstomset - Piikey 'said in '  an 
The stage was a them and dlah out the flnt interview. , I t  still ends 
Wihnlpegcitystreetasrly .. tickets, under the new up in court." : 
Sunday, ~xactly "14 measure., A law making it 
minutes after it became - : mandatory for  most of 
illegal in Manitoba to The police were more - Man i toba 's  600,000 
drive or ride on.a.  thanw .fl~ngteco~operats, 
motorcycle Without a and~la.ter said they .saw 
helmet, nothing:, wroug in going 
The two bikers and albng:. ~th the staged 
their lawyer want to  infraction, 
challenge the validity of Neither does Gordon 
the law. Piikey, 'the province's 
TOOK TICKET 
'" I  was simply there to 
l~isher of a group known take the ticket," Tapper 
as All Bikers Aiming said. "If this were a theft 
Towards Education or something I never 
decided tO : test the would have been 
validity of the helmet law" " invo lved .  
under the Charter. oil " l thought  it was 
Rights and"Freed0msi admirable the wcy.it was 
and lawyer, * Robert done." 
licensed rivers and their Tapper made the 
passengers to ~ wear arrangement with police; 
sentbelts went into effect • Tapper  said Preat and 
Sunday'aiong with the 'Fisher were going to: 
helmet law, which break ti~ law anyway sO 
prompted  severa l  they merely, set lt up 
demonst ra t ions  b~, outs ide  po l i ce ,  
'/'raffle Supt. Mcdou~a]l 
Allen, who was tipped in 
• advance of the scheme, 
said he saw nothing 
wrong in police tatting 
part in a staged event. 
" I f . i t  wasn't them 
would be domebody else," 
he said. "It was simply a 
matter of. someone not 
weark8 a helmet." 
Graeme Garson, cldef 
executive officer of the 
blasltobav Law Society, 
said he doubted any 
member  o f . " .  he  public 
Would complain about 
Tapper's role, ," but 
society would be obliged 
to respond if anyone does. 
"Bear in mind that this 
is a summary offence and 
not a criminal matter," 
., , . _ . .  
Young offenders act comes into force 
OTTAWA (CP) - -Saskatchewan has bec~ne the 
first and only province to sign a funding agreement 
with Ottawa to implement, he federal Young 
Offender, Act which comes into force today, Solicitor 
• General Robert Kaplan'eaya...  i:-,. ~.~: . ~. ,. 
Kaplan said at a news conferonce he s confident me 
other nine provinces will sign agreements by July 1 
when first payments are scheduled: 
Funding for the 1908 Juvenile Delinquents Act, 
which is repealed, ended ou Sunday. 
'!There's no legal obligation right nowto make any 
payment to the provinces," Kuplan'said. 
"I assume the provinces recognize ,hal They're 
~olog to ,want o get agreements settled within three 
months." 
Kaplan said he porsonully algaed and sent. a 
funding agreement document to the Saskatchewan 
government Thursday and has been told it was signed 
during the weekend. 
The Young Offenders Act was passed .by 
Parliament almost wo years ago, but proclamation until their 18th birthdays. Britbh Cniumbla and 
was twice delayed by the provinces which say it will Newfound land  use 17 as the legal dividing age while 
cost millions of dollars to implement its new 'all the other provinces and territories use 16. motorcycle can impair 
measures. ', " . . : .  :" : , ' .~ ...... i. /~ ~.'~e mlnJmiim.-a86:st/whieh:noliieoue can be thedr iver 'shear ingand 
Kaplanhas offered t0 shard,he east ofikceplng/.~:'=chargedandh61drespoas/bief=.k'Cri/neisrala~in:i-' peripheral vision. Night 
young people.in prisons, but will not contribute any 12 from seven, vision Is impaired further 
money towards building new juvenile prisons. 
MAKE8 OFFER 
Instead, he's offering to share the costs of diverolon 
programs --  to keep juveniles out of the formal 
criminal justice system , .and of alternative 
sentencing programs. 
As well, there'S ~ mllilon worth of 
implementation grants on the table to he shared by 
the provinces. . . 
The most. controversial prov~ion of  the l~hdation 
is establishment of a uniform maximum' j~ivenfle ~ge 
of 18. 
Only quel l ,  and Manitoba now treat young people 
under juvenile laws rather than ~the Criminal Code 
. The new laws also abolish the catck-all offence of, 
juvenile delinquency and require young people be 
.charged with a specific offence.. 
• Kaplan said the old lawtreated youngoffenders a
• if 'they were Sick and not respomible for the/r~ 
e~duet. .  . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  
"The new law asks the courts to recognize the level 
of respc~ibility of youngsters, to recognize any 
immaturity or dependency an'adult& but subject o 
.•.these, to hdd thamlresponalble for their acts," he 
said. " -'~: 
The act 'gives young people a wide range of new 
legal rights, including the right to be represented in 
court by a lawyer and to appeal court judgments. 
Garson said. "I think 
that's what akes it out of 
the realm of wrongful 
conduct on the part of the 
lawyer." 
The bikers will plead 
not guilty to the charges, 
which carry a ~ fine, 
said Tapper. 
"We will be relying 
l~'lmarily on Section 7 of 
the Charter of Rights and 
F reedoms wh ich  
guarantees Canadians 
life. liberty and security 
of the the person," he 
said. 
He intends to argue that 
helmets can actually 
cause accidents, thereby 
denying motorcyclists 
security of their persons. 
He said he had evidence 
which showed wearing a 
helmet while operating a 
there had been some bad 
blood between father mid .., 
son," he added. 
Gaye, me of the black 
performers who be~6 
a star with Detroit's 
Motown records in the 
1960s, was known for such 
hits as I heard It Trough 
the Grapevine, Hitch 
Hike, Ain't No Mountain • 
High Enough (a duet with 
Tamml Terrell) and Take 
This Heart of Miae. 
He began his singing 
career as a choirboy and 
was named the top 
rhythm and blues singer 
by the pop music 
magazine Cashbux at the' 
end of the t960s. 
With What's Going On 
in the 1970s, he surprised 
fans by switching, to 
protest songs from his 
usual love songs. 
Then in the early 198~, 
Gaye rebounded with 
another change in style-- 
the Caribbean lilt :of 
Sexual Healing. Like that 
of Let's Get It On, the 
song's sexual content 
provoked controversy 
and some radio stations 
refused to play it. 
McTeer wants Campagnolo to run .for leadership 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Manreen Mc'reer says loun the only woman and only w~tem candidate, has " In  the last two months, McTeer said, she- has 
Campa~nolo has a responsibility . to  run.for the 
Liberal leadership and poasibly become prime 
minister. 
McTeer, wife of farmer Conservative l nder Joe 
Clark, said she has already "made it known through 
the ~rapovine'~ that Cam~gnole should run in the 
Liberal rac~,' ,,,v~ , : -~ ,  1. ~ ~L~ 
..... it's ho tby 
MeTeor said in an i n te~~' taped  :*f~" '~n~k~t  
today with radio station CFGO. • . . 
Campngnolo, Liberal partyl president, "nat only 
can do it but a lot ~ us argue has a responsibility odo 
it, She would be prime minister of Canada. 
"It's not just likeyou're running f~r the local cat 
eatcker or dog eatcker's post." . . . .  
Caml~geolo, under 10re.sore to ~tor the race as 
repeatedly said she will net run. She has said her first 
duty is to complete her (wo-ye~ term as party 
president. • --" 
McTeer, an active feminist in the Conservative 
party, agreed women who flow support other political 
parties may turn to theLiberals ff Campaga01o did • 
,run f~or th9 ]_9,aders~P, ,.~,y.ing:' "l.don'tisee that as an 
|. lm~slbillt~.q ~.,~. 7.~ ~Ig?. £ .;~.",,~/~,," ~ ~, J  
!~XCEP~TION TO RU~ ,,, " . . . . . .  
. . . . .  r • . . . .  . .~, . ~,  ~ I~ Last year s Conservative l ade~t~hlp-conventlen, 
which saw seven men but no womenehallenge Clark 
for the job of party lender, wasan exception to the 
rule that women should hecem~ tore involved in 
politics because ti~ lende/~' wks : running again, 
• MeTeor said. " " ~ " 
She did not elaborate why this.woulcl prevent any 
• women from running. ,... 
Nurse Susan Nelles testifies 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Nurse Susan Nelles - -  making "Six out c( seven ain't bad.'.: 
her first public statements about a rash of mysterious 
baby deaths at Toronto's Hospital for Sick Children - -  
denied today that she was relieved when one of the 
babies died. 
Nelles, in her first appearance bofore the royal 
commission i vestigating 38mysterious deaths at the 
hospital, disputed testimony ~iven earlier at t he- 
commise/on by saying she only hoped that the death 
of Kevin Paesai would alert doctors on the cardiac 
ward to nurses' concerns about how ill some of the 
children were. 
Nelles' testimony comes more than three years 
after she was arrested and charged with the murder 
of fourof the infants. She was later discharged after a 
preliminary hearing, at which she did not testify, 
determined there was insufficient ~evidence tosend 
the case to trial. 
Smiling but obviously nervous, the petite nurse was 
met at the courthouse by a meb.ofrsporters and 
about 60 spectators who began lining up at 8 a.m. to 
claim a scat in the hearing room. 
A sensational, aimesphere has surrounded Nellea' 
public appearances ver since she was arrested and 
has continued despite the dismissal of charges 
against her. Another 60 spectators were forced to 
watch the proceedings on elesed~ulrcult televkien In 
an adjacent room. 
NeUes was asked bY her lawyer, John Sopinka, how" 
she reacted to testimony by =mother nurse that when. 
several babies died ever a short period she had said: 
Although she did not recail her exact words, Nelles 
testified she had not meant her~mark In a callous 
way. 
"It seemed that in the last seven nights our team 
had worked, we'd lest a child almost every night," 
Nellen said. "What a record. In other words, what a 
terrible record. - 
"How could anyone imagine that we could lose so 
many children?" 
S0pinka, who began questioning ! Nelies by gently 
lendL, ig her through details abeut her echcational nd 
work record, cautioned his client"n~ to be nerveas." 
The.lawyer entered into evi~nce reports by.a 
psyeholngist who tested Nelles at the ,time of her  
arrest that called her ,a  loving, responsible and 
serious young w0man." 
The crimes of which she has b~n accused are 
repugnant to her," the psycholnglat'.s report said. 
"All the historieal and clinical evidence'is against he 
possibility that she would be capable of killing 
medical patients.in hei" ears." 
Nelles end nurse Phyllis Traynor, who is expoeted 
to testify after Nelles, have been referred to 
frequently in testimony bofore ' the commission 
examining the rash of de~tha betweenJune 1980 and 
March 138h 
Critics d the commlssion, headed by Mr. Justice 
Samuel Grange, have charged that unfair speculative 
testimony, is being aired which would never be 
permitted in a ccul'tof law. .  ' 
The' hearings continue. 
Casino strike cancels shows 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) -- Thomands of culinary 
workers, stagehands and musiclmm wont on strike 
today against 28 hotel.easines, cancelling shows by 
such stars as Shirley MacLaine and Suzenne Somers. 
Gambling was unaffected by the back.stuge strike, 
and the smaller lounge shows were expected to 
continue as scheduled, casino spokesmm said. 
Dan Swinton, spokesman for the Culinary Workers 
Union, said "thousands" ofeullnai'y ~lekeM went up 
starting at 8 a.m. tnday~ dela~d at ~t~e.req~.st. of 
Gov. Richard Bryan So ~at last-mmute cargalnlng 
could take plae . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, 
"l ha'eve there', of L 'tioe:,. 
Swan.an said, including severa~ non.muou ho~ei- 
cnsines. . . 
Hotels have vow~ to stay.open and Idre 
replacements tar Striking workers, indudin~l maids, 
food servers, drink servers, bell ~..ptalns, 
bartenders, casino change girls, ha.boys, donrmun, 
porters, cocks and dhors. 
At the MGM-Grand Hotel, MaeLaino's mldsi~ht 
show was cancelled as a precautienm7 measure 
Sunday before any strike could take effset, assistant 
manager Greg Pistt said', ' ' " . .~. " . . 
"We closed it down t o avoid any probl.e~ms,, Platt 
mid today. 
At the I.~s Vngsa Hilton, a show starring arners, 
onetime star of TV's Three's Company series, was 
0.aneelied Sunday night. ,. ~ u . . . .  
The musicians and e t~eha~ ~alked out on.  
several beations at .midnight Sunday night. 
HOTELS STRUCK 
Swinton said places truck included the Lns Vegas 
and Flamingo Hlitens, the Desert Inn, the Troptcana, 
the MGM-Grand, Caesars Palace, the Sands, the 
Frontier, the Union Plaza, El cortez, the Golden 
Nugget, the'4 Queens, the Mint, the~ Marina, the 
Holiday Ian-Centre Strip, Holiday Inn South, Holiday 
International, Tneasury, Castawayn, Silver Slipper, 
Royal Las Vegas, Las Vegas Club, Sam's Town, 
California Hotel, Golden Gate, Horseshoe, Western 
and Showboat. 
The governor ~a¢l called for Iset-dlteh efforts to 
head off a strike by the powerful union. Bryan said it 
"imperative. both labor and ~ management 
recognize their ebligatlen to the community," 
He said a strike would ."seriously Jeopardize .the 
city's economic recovery." 
Some disturbances were reported 'lit the Marina 
~o~!, where picketing began Friday" a l te rs  
ckruptcy Judge ruled the financially troubled 
property could invalidate ik  contrast with the 
culinary union.. 
Resort ssaoclatlon executive director vance Helm 
said talks scheduled just before the strike deadline 
fell apart when the two aides still couldn't come to 
terms over wage increases and centrset language. 
The Culinary Union last month gave its lenders 
power to call a Strike at midnight Sunday night when 
their current contract expired. 
spoken to about 15 womeds ~roups across Canada 
and every.one has asked the same question: "What 
do we have to do to get Iona Campugnolo to run? I 
find it absolutely incredible." 
McTeer also said she has seen .women become. 
more  interested in politics In the last year and 
predicted th~e~ will t~ more,women i  the Commons 
(lle n~t  ~l.~..al eleetiorL' .... :~:, • *.~ '~..". ~'+, 
.- !~[  ,V~¢.n. hay~e.:~yddad pallflns because 'It"is 
difficult to raise a family at the same time, she Said. 
And men have generally refused to do their share in 
raising children. 
"Being a public offieisi, a person in publie life, is a 
fuil-time commitment. There Is very little room for 
Shy.hang else and I find that.women seem to almest 
inl/erently know that." 
• As well, women have trouble finding the thousands 
of dollars needed to run for Parliament, MeTecr said. 
She repeated that she will not run for Par'lament in
the next election. 
"l've put aside a lot for seven years (while Clark 
was Conservative l nder) and now I find that I would 
like . to  deal with those particular things. Maybe 
sometlme Inthe future, but right now it's just not the 
right time." 
Lava closer 
HILO, Hawaii (AP) -- Molten rock from Mauna 
Los volcano today crept closer to this second largest 
city in Hawafl, as the mountain churned out about one 
mitt,on.cubic metres of lava an hour, scientists aid. 
"The,low has begun to pond and then surge as a 
pending area at the 6,000-foe. (l,830-metre) level 
breaks loose," said Bobby Camaru, a naturalist at 
the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. 
"The ponding explains the seeming contradicUna 
between .the high volume at the vent but the slow 
advance at the front," Camara said. 
Camarh also noted the advance of the 22-kilometre- 
long fbw ~slowed when its lending edge hit "very flat" 
terrain about eight kilmnetres from the outskirts of 
Hits. The lava flow advanced about 400 metres in 
eight hours Sunday, Camara said. 
Meanwhile, a curtain ~ lava continued to fountain 
Sunday night about 46 metres into the air from a 90- 
metre-long vent at the voleano's ~,885-metre level, be 
said. 
OUTPUT VARIES 
Although the lava output estimate remained at one 
million cubic metres an hour, scientists at the U.S. 
C~ugieul Survey's Hawaiian Volcano Observatory 
said the actual output could vary either way by as 
much asS0 ver cent. 
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Liberal. 
.by scratches and fogging Pady 
.on helmet visors, he said. 
A police spokesman 
said about six other Is the time... 
motorcyc l i s ts  were to loin the Llberalsl 
ticketed in  the city on For more Information: 
Sunday for not wearing P.O. Box 1098 
helmets - -  but in .these Prince Rupert 
cases both,rig was staged. 
About 20 motorists were B.C. VSJ 4H6 
nabbed for not wearing Call us at: 
seatbelts. That law 
ea es a .4 fine. 635-2301 
Effective Apri l  2nd, 1984 
Dav id  Porter & Hugh Hepburn 
announce  the open ing  of  their 
off ice for the pract i ce  o f  their 
profession under  the firm name of  
- Por terSHepbum 
. i "  
"": ' ' ~CH~RTERED A, CCOUNT~IT~ I 
... ;#209 = 4650 La.zelle Ave;: ': ':" 
(Credit Union Building) 





IS WHERE WE ALL 
SPEND THE 
REST OF OUR LIVES. 
AACK is 10 years old.  
l though he's been para lyzed 
f rom the: waist down since 
birth,  his br ight conversat ion  and  
fasc inat ion wi th  wheelcha i r  
basketba l l  tell you  a lot about  the  
future  he's f ighting for.  
That  future  means  that  Jack  
is going to have to  work  hard  to  
f ight his disabil ity, and it 's a f ight 
he 's  going to win. Easter  Seals 
helps,  but  we  can on ly  do  that  
wi th  your  help.  So  please. 
Back a fighter. 
BACK A FIGHTER 
WITH EASTER SEALS. 
BUY THEM WHEN THEY 
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fir + B ruins secure st place ;,i:On final day 
Boston Bruins and Washington Capitals benefitted 
most from the final day of the 1983-84 National 
Hockey League schedule Sunday. 
The Bruiun defeated New Jersey Devils 3-1 to 
secure ~ place in the Adams Division and set up a 
first-round playoff serles against Montreal 
Canadiens, while the Capitals won a battle with 
Philadelphia for second place In the Patrick Division 
with a 4-1 vintory that earned them hnme-lce 
advantage over the Flyers in the first round. 
In other best-of-five playoff matehup~r beginning 
Wednesday, Buffalo Sabres are home to Quebec 
Nordkines In the other Adams semifinal, and New 
York Isinnders are home to New York Rangers in the 
other Patrick series. 
The Smythe Division has Winnipeg Jets at 
Edmonton Oilem and Van oouver Canucks at Calgary 
Flamen, and the Norris features Chicago Black 
Hawks at Minnesota North Stars and Detroit Red 
Wings at St. Louis Blues. 
JET8 BEAT FLAME8 
Other results Sunday: Buffalo 4, Toronto Maple 
Leafs 2; Winnipeg 3, Calgary 2; Chicago 4, Detroit 3; 
the Islanders 2, Pittsburgh Penguins 1; and the 
Rangers 2, Hartford Whalers 0. 
Saturday results: Boston 2, Montreal ; Toronto 8, 
St. Louis 4; Calgary 10, Minnesota 3; Edmontno 4,. 
I, ea Angelex 3;iQuebec 4, Buffalo 1; the Iclanders 3, 
Washington 1;. Chicago 4, Detroit ~.;~ and Hartford 5, 
the Rangers 3. 
Edmonton's Wayne Grotzky won the scoring race'. 
with 87 goals and 118 assists for 205 points. Quebec's 
Michel Goulet was second to Gretzky in goals with 56. 
The Oilers' Paul Coffey was second in points with 
126 and his 40 goals ranked him with Bobby Orr as the 
? 
only NHL defencemen ver to score that many" In s 
seasun .  
The Islanders' Mike Boeay fialxhed withS1 goals, 
hitting the 50-gaul plateau a seventh c~mecutive 
season. 
Bru~ns 3Devils 1 " : '- 
S teve  gasper, John Blum and Mike GrilLs each 
scored as Boston won its fifth in a row toovertake 
BuffMo. New Jerzey'o Aaron Broton scored the rely 
Devil goal. • . 
"A lot of people had us written off a few weeks 
ago," said Bruin delenceman Ray Bourque.: . "But  
everything jelled-- we played as'a u~it and wma lot 
of game."  . . 
Capitals 4 Flyers 1 ' ' 
Mike Gartner scored his 40th goal.of the season and 
Bobby Carpenter, Bryan Er i~  .and Gaetan 
Dnebesne added one each as Wa~ton  won !ts sixth 
In its last seven snapphig Flyers' sight,game winning 
streak. Paul Guay scored the 0nly Flyer goal. 
. It 's always nice to start a playoff series in your 
own building," said Gartner. " -. • 
8abt-es 4Leafs 2 
Rookie John Tucker scored three Umea in tke first 
period for Buffalo ending a t l~e~ame losing streak. 
Lindy Ruff also scored for the home team. 
Akeem has his dream 
SEATTLE (AP) - -  Akeam has his dream tonight. 
So do the rest ~ United States collegubasketball 
fans --. a dream matchup between neven-foeters 
Akeem Olajuwoe of Houston and Patrick Ewing of' 
Georgetown, with the National Collegiate Athletic 
Associaflm championship atstake. 
They will be in the pivot, but they may not be .the 
pivotal players once the game, net to begin at 9:l~- 
p.m. EST, gets under way before a sellout crowd in 
the 38,613-seat Kingdome. 
The play of the senior Georgetown guards, six-foot- 
five Fred Brown and six-foot-two Gene Smith, and 
six-foot-nine freshman forward Michael Graham, of 
Houston's ix-foot-two sophomore guard Alvin 
Fr~.- ;apd(orwards.  Rtckie Whndaw, a six-foot- ,. 
e~+frashman ,.mid Mtchanl Yo~ a six-tout-seven +.~ 
senior, will be ~ equal importaeee, It not as rivettiag. 
Perhaps it will be Georgetown's depth, ceaeh John 
Thompeon's propensity for running players into and 
out of the action to keep them from burning out 
during the Hoyas'.intense and ever-present full.court 
press. They will be woridng against aCougar offence 
rarely substituted by coach Guy Lewis: 
Olajuwon, who averages 16.8 points a game and hae 
a U.S.-lending 491 rebounds and 205 hlecked shots, 
has played every minute of the past hree games. 
Ewing, who averages a team-high 16.6 points and 
has 36~ rebounds and 129 blocks, gets ample rest 
under Thompoon's free.substitutioe system. And, due 
to early foul trouble in the semifinal, he played only 
29½ minutes againot Kentucky. 
TWO SIMILAR 
"I think it's going to be a tremendous matehup 
between Ewing and Akeam," Lewis said Sunday, 
before the teams practiced. "They do the same. 
things. 
"They're both outstanding defensive players. They 
hath cause the opponiUon team:to shoot eaves, eight, 
n~e percentage points lees than they nornmliy do. 
They're both.great i'ebounders and certainly great 
shot-blockers, I think the bigJsat dWermce between 
them is the color of their unifornm." 
Thesp is ,  for two years a reserve centre behind 
Bill Russell on Beaton Celtics, agreed Ewlng and 
OtaJuwon are similar, that each.is exceptional. And 
Sat. Mar. 31 
Carried Over ]l 
+ou.%++..+.,. ' " w,. OVl l  _ 
50UTOF6+ 1.4 1 $194,659+ BON S NUMBER 
5 OUT OF 6 
40UTOF6 
3OUTOF6 
264.236' 12.867 jw,. sloes*95°° 
• . + 
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Hawks 4 Wings 3 
In Chicago, Troy M~ray a~d Billy Gardner gave 
the Black Hawks a first-poriod lead, diminished in the 
second by Detroit's Ivan Boldirev. Tom Lysiak made 
It 3-111:socende into the final period, Serge Aubry 
lulled Detroit back within ohe, AI Secord made it 4-~ 
Chicago at 12:18 and Boidirev added his 35th of the 
season to close out scoring at 19:47.. 
Islanders 2 Penguins 1
Brent Butter scored his 34th :'goal of the season with 
6:43 loft tolifl New York to the winin Plttshargh. Pat 
LaFantaine also scored for. the Islanders, while Norm 
Schmidt scored for the Penguins, who lest their sixth 
straight o finish the most unproductive season in 
their 17*year history. 
Rangers ~ Whalers.0 
Geaitonder Glen Hunlon, retumin~ after misain~ 
Winning tickets must be omsented to 8n authorlted t~wn Canada 
Lottery FoundMton LOTTO 6/49 retailer Iocaled within Albeda. 
8rit~h CglumbiL MImltoUa or 8xskatchew~n v~ prizes may be paid 
WinNrs must  IMIM ~ I~l~,e and IlOdmu Oil thO hick OI fire t~kM 
• Io claim their ~z~.  
In the ewnt o! diSCml~nCy ~ thls 1511 l~d ~h~ offichll winning 
numlo~,l ist. th~ l l t~ '  1111111 ff,~wli|. 
SAT. APRIL 7th 
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Terry Martinhad his second two.goal game in as 
many nights for T~'onto, which ~t  a-sl ,~le~son .... I 
club record by losing its 4~th of the+ima's0n'. + :".~ +-"+' ,. "- . 
Jets 3 Flames 2 + .Itwual'm0st like oid times at quea~'e Park Are~ 
In Winnipeg, Lneien DeBlois scored his 33rd and Sunday night, complete with barrages of garht~eat 
34th goals as the Jets heat Calgary for the first time the visiting goalie and wire-guided rubber chickens 
this season. Morris Lukowish also scored for the Jets, daneing across the ice• 
while Laany McDonald and Neff Sheeh~',With l~s first New Westminster B uias, once the wildest eem'in 
NHL.goal, scored for the Flamm. junior hookey with fans to match, scored four 
unanswered third-peried goals to defeat Portland 
Winter Hawks 8.4 and get back into their Western 
Hockey League best-of-nine Weat'Divisiou semifinal. 
In WHL play'Saturday, Kamloops Oilers wrapped 
up ~e Othor western semifinal five games traight 
. : with d 7-2 victory 0ver Saattle Breakers. " 
At New .Westminster, Bruin rookie centre Cliff 
he Said the outcome of thelr meeting "won't •'decide Running opened the scoring, provided the winning 
whtch of them is the best big man. I saw men outplay goal and collected two assists. Randy Maxwell also 
Russell but he was the best." - .... - scored, two," including the go-ahead goal short- 
Further, Thompson said, thero's far more to the baaed, and Kevla Griffin contributed another pair. 
game than the collision of seven.footers. Each ufthe four third-perind New Westminster 
"People always get caught up inthe star figuro,'/ goals prompted a hail of debris tossed' at Portland 
Thompson- said. "But Young (Houstou's"leading" goaltender Ian Wood by members of an exuberant 
scorer) is a very ouistandlag player, audience ot 2,452,~. 
"Whoever checks Young is'going to. be .Very Twoisnsaisoeameequlppodwithrubherchickeoa 
important. They call him the Silent ~ksSasshi.andl. mwlreswhich madeperiedtcappoarances on theico. 
think that's very true in relation" to thesttentlom ~hat Wood finished, with 24 saves, while New 
Akcem gets or a person like Patrick gets. Weaindneter goalie Pokey Reddick stopped 32 shots 
Honeton comes into the gamewith a 32.4 record, the~ and was named the game's first" star. 
last victory o 49-47 overtime decision Saturday ovef f  At Kamloopo Saturday, Don Saundere scored three 
outmauned Virginia. Georgetown is 32.B inelildlng~lts ~ :?' geais and J im~camazzola~addedtw_ o ~ for,the+ Oilers,: 
5~.40semlfinalPodt'ofXentuck~iwhich:+eoP~,~ilsL"~f4h i'~, who:to~.ethrou~gh+thbBreukers~:;alterflnishing.~30 . 
the second half, hitting,thre~ Of33;fleld~g0al attem ,+ ' ~ . pts :-, 10oints.aheaduf4h~secand;pisceB/r~nsand35upo  +-- 
to squander a 29-22 halRime lead. +,' .. " fourth-pisce Seattle ~during the regular season. 
Vancouver loves baseball 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  Melson will continueto 
press for a major league baseball franclflse for 
Vancouver after a three-game xhibition series 
between Toronto Blue Jays and Milwaukee Brewers 
drew over" 106,000 paid admissions. 
"Thiswas a vivid demonstration that Vancouver 
.really does love baseball," said Norman Seagram, 
preoldent of Melscn Western Breweries Ltd. "We 
shewed that we san put on a show like any other 
major league city." 
Moison, which took over territorial beeehail rights 
in Vancouver by purchasing Vancouver Canadians of
,ha minor Pacific Coest League, now will concentrate 
m another presentation to major league owners at 
the summer all.star game in Sen Francisco. 
The Blue Jays won the weekend series when they 
blanked Milwaukee 8-0 Sunday before an announced 
crowd of 30,132 at B.C. Place Stadium. Toronto took 
the opener 2-0 Friday and the Brewers won 12.1 
Saturday, 
Saturday's game drew 44,793 spectat0rs, including 
the promotional San Diego Chieken. 
"We have some definite ideas we are working on to 
sell to the major league owners," Seagram said. "We 
certainly would like to bring some major league 
teams hack into our domed stadium," 
LIKED FACILITY 
There were no major complafnta from the players 
about cmdltiens in the 60,003-soat.stedium, said 
general manager Harry Dalton of the Brewers. 
"Our centre fielder, Rick Manntn~,said there was 
a bit of e breeze, but he had no trouble pickin~ up the 
flight of the hall," said Dalton. "I really do like the 
sight lines at the hnildin~. 
"It's an impressive heflding, to say the least. The 
dimenalo~ are good and, all in all, everyone seems to 
be quite comfortable playing here." 
Air pre~ure generated by large fans high along the 
walls is used to support he Teflon roof. 
It was the first time major leaguers had played at 
B.C. Place. An oldtimers game and PCL Ceatest:last 
summer drew 41,875 falls. 
"The facility is major league all the way," said 
Toronto field manager Bobby Cox. '*I'd love to find 
Vancouver playing with us In the American League 
because it's a great city." 
LO'NG HOMER 
Right fielder Jesse Barfleld of the Blue Ja~, who 
clubbed a long three-run home In a five-run fifth 
.oo  o 
inning Sunday, sam ne tell more comfortable by the 
third game. 
"It takes some getting tlsed to because the roof is 
slightly difficult to handle," Barfield said. "But the 
turf is one of the big pluses heeause you can charge 
the bell on defence and be aggre~ive." 
Field manager Rane Lachmann of the Brewers, 
after being shut out in two of the thrce games, said he 
was disappointed that his team di~'t produce more 
r ~ .  . . . .  
"It's a major league complex and we should have 
hit better," said Lachmann. "After the blahs of 
spring training, It was good to get.i'eady for the 
opener-with this kind of mini-series." 
+ Randy Ready, who will open the season at third 
base for the Brewers in place of injured Paul Molitor, 
said he was especially pleased with the turnout. 
Ready played .last season for the AAA Canadians, 
Milwaukea's top farm+ club. 
GAMES NEEDED 
"This city proved.that there's a lot of interest in 
major league baseball," Beady said. "I think 
Vaneouvm" has to get more games here to keep 
influenclag people to watch baseball. 
"The other players tell me that you can see the bail 
better ~ than in indoor stadiums at SeatUe.and 
Minneapolis." 
Deaiguatod hitter Cliff Johnson of the Blue Jays 
said Vancouver has major league potential. 
"The ball doesn't carry here," said Johnson, "but I
otill feel that the guys that are eapable of hitting the 
ball out of the ball park . . ,  they're going to get their 
homers anyway . . . . .  " 
"'It's Him the Astrodome (in Houstou). If you don't 
get it all, you're not going to hit it out." 
Toronto righthander Jim Gott pitched' seven 
scoreless innings Sunday and got the win, Moose 
Haas was.the 10eer after giving up ~c five fifth-inning 
runs. e;m,e Whitt naued a two-run smgleand Harfield 
followed with his 400-foot homer to left field. 
The Blue Jays, 13-15 in exhibition play; finish their 
• pre-neanon schedule tonight in Portland, Ore., 
against Seattle Mariners. Toronto pens its American 
League schedule Wednesday in Seattle, with 
righthander Jim Cluncy, 1~-11, to start. 
The Brewers finished exhibition play at 15-13 and 
have their AL opener Tuesday in Oakland with 
d ghthander Dm Sutton, 8-13, to start against the A's. 
Roberts hoping history repeats 
DULUTH, Minn. (CP) --  Bruce Roberts is hoping • mllenuptheroedtoWinnipegfora'spiel.,, 
history will repeat itself flds week when the men's Bruce Roberts won his first U.S. title 19 years ago 
world curling championship returns to Duluth Arena. 
When the skip frem llibbing, Minn., won it here in 
1~6, he had brother Joe at third along with lead Jerry 
Scott and Gary Kleffman on the f ret  end. 
That foursome hadn't played toaether since, but 
Bruce decided last fall It was an opportune time to see 
f f  lightning strikes the same place twice. 
" I  didn't have any sort of premonition at all when 
we got tngether last fa l l "  said Roberts, who will be 
directing the team again this year although e has 
delegated brother Joe to threw skip stones. "I Just 
thought it would be a good Idea to enter, enpoclolly 
with the Broom so close to home. 
"We're not what you'd eaH a travelling team. lleck, 
these guys bitch about travel if we have to ~o 200 
curling out of Fargo, N.D. This world championship, 
he says, will be his laet. 
Playing at hmne In .the 10-rink, rousd-robin 
COmlSet!tion which begins today will help• 
"Sere, it's got to be a bonus when you get all those 
is out there chafing youaloeg. But there's a lot 
teams out .there; sO you can't take any of them 
far jg"anted, They're aH going to he tough." 
REI~REgENT8 CANADA 
Canada Is rapt#nested byMike Riley's rink'o from 
Whmlpe~. More than 500 fans, including three 
pknelude from the Brandon area, gave Riley's 
foursome support at the  Cane~dlan men's 
d~mplooshlp in Victoria in Marsh. . . . . . . . .  
five games from a hack ailment, recorded his fl~llt• +: +i 
shutout in more'than two seasons and ,E J+~. .~ 
Larouche and Don MaloneymoPed the goak as N~;  \ York fhdxhed with mere points (93) than:~lt+ 
aecumclated in 10 previous easons. ,~. 
Laroushe finished with 48 goals, failing in,a bid to  
become the first NHL payer to score 50 goals with ~ 







WLT F A P 
y.lslanders 50 25 4 $57299 104 
x-Wnshiagten 48 27 5 3O8 226 101 
x.Phila 44 28 10 350 290 9e 
x-Rangers 42 29 9 314 304 93 
New Jersey - 17 ~ 7 231 q.q0 4 ~ 
P i t t 1657 -~ ' .~ .~3P038 
Adams Division 
y-Boston 49 25 6 326 252 104 
x-Buffalo 48 25 7 315 257 103 
x-Quehec 41 28 10 360 278 04 
x -Man 
3.5  40  5 286  ~-96  75  
Hartford 28 42 10 288 319 66 
Campbell Conference 
Norrls~Divislm 
y-Minnesota 39 31 10 345 344 88 
x-St.Louis 32 41 7 291 316 71 
x-Detroit 31 42 7 296 323 69 
x-Chieago 30 42 8 277 311 68 
Toronto 26 45 9 303 387 61 
Smy~he Division 
y-Edmonton 57 18 S 446 312 119 
x-Calga'ry 34 32 14 311 314 82 
x-Vancouver 32 39 9 306 328 73 
x -Wlnn ipeg  
. , .  , .  
/ 
• .+ , . .+ +~'+',*;++~{; +. +~ !+ 
• .. + +.+,~:+~ +p .~ ,- 
.+:L+.+~+( + . 
, ' .+ , , .  '. +'+ h~, '  ,+ ' ,  
+ • • . .  +,~+,,? .• .  
• . +.+'~+++;+~,+,++,.., 
• +:+..+;++ '+. 
~" " i£ .~:  ++ 
................. :'!. 
• ,,:, +::•+'0~.+:++ • 
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+ :+++++" + - 
• ,.'q~c,~J+ 
31 38 11 340 374 73 
L o s A n g e I e.s +., ,~-~:~T~. 
2 + + .s.,•.+,. : . ? • +.++, • .  "~+'~p+/ . .~  
-~ m.mis - - J~rmJml  +l~bl l  * . , ,,~,,I/ + . . . .  + , : 
y.eUnched first place + •++'++? ....... ++•,+: 
sumsy nesalta • 
Boston 3 New, Jersey I ' - + :  h+++:+- • 
Chicago 4 Detroit 3 ' . ~+.+,,,+++ ~ 
NY Rangers 2Hartford 0 + +.~:~:! ~ 
Buffalo 4 Toront02 " 
NY Islanders 2 Pittshurgh 1
Washington 4 Philadelphia 1
• Winnipeg 3Calgary 2
Saturday Results 
Chieago 4Detroit ~. 
Boston 2Montreal 1 ._ 
Hartford 5 NY Rangers 3
Quebec 4 Buffalo 1 
NY Islunders 3Washington 1 " 
Toronto 6 St. Louis 4 
Calgary 10 Minnesota 3 
Edmonton 4Los Angeles 3
End Regular Season 
- . • , i . .  i 
- < . : - ' , ,  
+;+ ? ,  " 
NHL's off :? 
schedule + "  
Preliminary Series . ,  
(Best -o f -F ive)  ~'/... 
Wednesday Games " ,.~,~ L~ 
Philadelphia t Washington :~-. u; 
Montreal at Boston ~+/~' 
Quebec at Buffalo . ~.,':"~i~,'i++: 
NY Rangers at NY Islanderd'i 'c-,-/~:i~.!:!:':' 
Chicago at Minnesota ' . . :  +.-"/ii,~!. 
Detroit at St. Louis + '.; ./+':~J~ 
Winnipeg at Edmonton ;i,~!~i:~ 
Vancouver at Calgary . .Y/~+i~!i~.,:i! + 
Thursday Games ~ :;i~;~,~!~ 
Philadelphia t Washlagton . :+  :~iii,~i~ -
Montreal at Boston • i :;~/U! ~ 
Quebec at Buffalo i:+ ~:.~ 
NY Rangers at NY Islanders :'~>:+~ 
Chieago at Minnesota ...... ~(-i. ~ i~. 
Detroit at St. Louis ~+i~', ~ 
Winnipeg at Edmmton ....... 
Vancouver at Calgary .... ' 
Saturday Games :;>. ~ 
Washington at Philadelplda r/ / /  .... 
St'. LOUis at Detroit ~'  ~/~!~ 
Buffalo at quebec ~ ~,  ~ 
Edmonton at Winnipeg +': ~?~ 
Calgary ot V~lncouver ~ ~ "~'~ :/-~ 
Boston at Montreal + • ::~./~.~' 
, l~  Islanders at ' + ~:' ~ • +,.. . . . . . . .  NY l~ngem ~ +<,+ ' 
mum,sea+ t  at Chleag0 ./ • ~++ ' ..... " 
Suhd~y ~smes -' + " • "'~+" " 
IH necessary) . : 
Washington at Philadelphlg + .+ ~ L ~ + : P +~ 
St, ~mls at Detroit. ,,,~ ~, . ; ; +~+~ ,:~•.+.+ 
NYlslander~ +a+ NI/l~nge~s 
Buffalo at Quebec ' 
Boston at Montreal " :, . . . .  '~ ~++ °'/~+ 
Minnesota t Chtcago t:.;+;,t.i 
Edmonton at Winnipeg " 
Calgary at Vancouver 
Tuesday Games, April 10 
(If necesasry) 
Philadelphia t Wasldngt~ 
Montreal at Boston :. 
Quebec at Buffalo 
chN~icRangers at NY Islanders i 'i"!~r'~ ~ 
ago at Minnceota ~+. "+..+. {~;",,i~:ii!i~:~. 
Detroit at St. Louis . • "+ :'+ 
Winnipeg at Edmonton ,+ ++.~'- 
VancoUver at Cal~ary ~ + ii; 
+++. . -+ ++- .+ . .+  . . . .  ~ = ~ , . . . .  
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playOffs in the National Basketball Association: their+ ' Detroit's vlcto~iin Pontiac, Mlch,. Wu' ;~V i~ + 
motors are runnlag faster. 
,We can't just back into the playoffs, We'~e got to 
c l~e  into them," said Washlagton's Jeff Malone 
after the Bullets recorded a 102-98 comeback victory 
Sunday over Dallas Mavericks. "Wewant to win 
every game." 
The Bullets have six games remaining. Any 
combination of Washington victories and Chicago 
losses totalling four will clinch the final "spot in the 
eight.team Eastern ConfereQce playoffa for 
Washington. 
"we just want to keep winning and get a little 
streak going," said Washington centre Jeff Rulend, 
who grabbed a game.high 14 rebounds "We need to 
get momentum now that heplayoffs are coming up." 
In other NBA action Sunday, it was: Denver 
Nuggets 129, San Diego Cllppers 103; and Los Angeles 
Lakers 121, Golden State Warriors 110. 
ResUlts Saturday: Boston 107, New Jersey 98; 
Detroit 107, Milwaukee 105; Indiana 120, Cleveland 
119, Atlanta 109, New York 106; Seattle 124, San 
Antonio 106; Kansas City 105, Utah 103; Philadelphia 
111, Chicago 104; Portland 106, Houston 102. Los 
by a crowd of 35,407, a regular-season NBA record. 
Roinnd scored 12 of his 29 points in the final quarter.: ~..... 
to lead the Bullets' comeback. 
Malone scored 15 painta in the final quarter, 
including a jump shot with 1:56 to play that gave 
Washingtou the lead for good. 
. The Mavericks got 35 points from Mark Aguirre, 
and 25 points from Rotando Blackman. The pair 
combined to score' 35 of Dallas' 27 fourth-qunrtsr 
points. 
Nuggets 129 Clippers 103 
Kiki Vandeweghe had a game-high 25 points and 
• T.R. Dunn scored nine of his season-Sigh 13 in a third. 
quarter explosion as Den~,er routed San Diego for its 
12th straight victory at home. ' ' 
Lake,s..121 Warriors II0 
Los Angeles' Kareem AhdulJabhar scored 23 
points, leaving him 47 points behind Wilt 
Chamberlain, the NBA'a all.time leading oareei' 
scorer. Earvin (Magic) Johnson led the Lekers with 
26 points, while Golden State's Purvts Short led aU 
scorers with 30. 
SAINT JOHN, N.B. +Guy, who won the Marg Stapley of 
(CP) --  Canadian skaters Canad ian  indooi~ ManttobabmkeQuebee's 
won six of eight races in championsh ip  last  string by winning the 
the international c ass to weekend in Frederictun. intermediate women's 
championship  with 
victories in the 400- and 
dominate the North KEEPS THE BEAT 
Players rrom the recreattea men's hockey league scramble for the puck here In the final ptayoff game f~" the American indoor speed "I didn't give 
championship. Wayside gotthroeguakfromBrockGloverandtwogoalsfromDaveSarslat and Bm Packard akatino championships, everything I had. I just 
toleadthelrtoamtoal0.Svlctoryoverlrmhorse; Rick Bandura and Shaun Charlebols were the top during the weekend, skated to keep myself in 
beat. It was like a 
men for Ironhorse wlth two goals each. . . " Sylvie Daigle of practice round." 
Sherbrnoke, QUe., led the Quebec skaters ,  
' Canadian women's  meanwhile, won slx of the 
good enough . . . . .  o++, .v++.  -u  u""un-  noz and 1,500.metre races. Natalie Beauvals of • However, Daigle was Quebec was first in the second behind Bonnie 300- and 400-metre races. 
Blair of the United States S~e was third in the 500 
Steve Young says that Just playing well le not goud Young's touchdewn pase was for nine yards to JoJo in the overall standings, and 600 meiras to win the 
, Blair won the 500- and midget girls' title. mough for him or thecityofLoelAngeles.. Townnell in the second period. He also scrambled six 3,000-metre races and Jerome Fryer of British 
"I fel~ond about it, but we have to get some wins times for 3~ yards. " i 
on the board because LA is not a patient town," Panthers 26 Gunslingers 10 ', was second behind Dalgle Columbia won the midget 
Young said after his solid but unspectacular United Michigan won for the 12th straight ime in ! two'. in the other two events, boys' with first-place 
Ststes FoothalI League debut as Los Angeles.Express seasons as Novo BoJOVtc booted:four fleld,gonle Marie LaMarche and finishes in the 300. and 
quarterback in a 38-10 loss Sunday to New Jersey against Sen Antonio. Terry Miller added a 16-yard Natalie Lambert, both of 400-metre aces. 
Gonoralsthatlowerndtheloeers'recor~to2.4.,,lfeel touchdown run for MlchlKan, .while quarterback Canada, tied for third. Sylviecontinof Quebec 
comfortable with what I've done, but I've Just got to Bobby Hehert fired a seven-yard TD strike to rookie In the men's dlvlNiou, was the juvenile girls' 
get better." Walter Broughton midway through the final quarter brothers Guy and Michel champion with wins in the 
Young, the form~" Brigham Young nil-American to tce tho game after Sun Antenlo pulled to within16- Dalgnault of Montreal 400. and 1,000-metre 
star who was signed to a eat,act hat Will pay him 10. were the top skaters. Guy events. The juvenile boys' 
about $40 million during the next 43 years, completed won three races, the 500-, was won Sylvain 
19 of 29 passes nor 163 yards a M one tonehdown. He Stars 38 Bandits 24 1,000- and 1,500-metres, Bouchard of.Quebec who 
was intercepted once. Kelvin Bryant ran for !14 yards and three while Michael edged his was first in'the 300- and 
touchdowns in Philadelphia's win in front of a crowd brother in the 3,030-metre 400-metre aces. 
In other USFL games Sunday it was: Denver C~Id of 30,27O at Veterans Stadium. Bryant ran 38 yards event. " Angela Cutrone of 
17, Arizona Wranglers 7; Philadelphia Stars 38. with a fumble for the Stars' second touchdown i  the Guy was the overall Quebec won the three 
Tampa Bay Bandits 24; Pittsburgh Maulers 38, second quarter. After Tampa Bay out the defleit to 24- men 's  champion ,  races in the junior girls' 
Oaklandlnvaders 14; and Michigen Panthers ~6, San 10 with a 53.yard pass play from John Reaves to followed by his brother,, evenis, tho400-, 1,000-and 
Antonio Gunslingers 10. Marvin Harvey, Bryant scored on twQ one-yard runs while Robert Dubreuil of i,500-metre. Jean Moran 
Results Saturday: Oklahoma Outlaws 31, Houston in a four-minute span of the third period. : Quebec was thirst, won the 1,000- and 1,500- 
' ~; Gamblers 28, in  overtime; Chicago Blitz 21, 
• ' WsahinstunFederak20; andMemphisShowbeats 27, Maulers Z8 Invaders 14 " ' " : '  ' '  ~"  didn~.g~¥,9~_trh[sH°wever' Guy saidp~ ~;hei.+~-m~n'smetre even,sin th jun lor .c lass  f.~r a Quebec... 
.... ~Jacksenville Bills 24. New~T~n~,~,][}il, p ~  m Gknn~Ca~ano~threW+.three:/ouchdown~paH :tO.~ ' "T4ds,we#kend,was~not~:,sweep,,.of...'the*'+ "" ' ' ' ' ' " ,,,junior. . ... ' 
+' . . Ja~kie:,F]dwe~ a~ ran for a~ther :TD~to'lead the ~'~ all that; imp~tant~t.|~seld ~+division,~ + . +~ ,+,,~- ..... ..,~. 
, :tonight. ,~'~,:!+, ,~..i'~ i .~l[,.q~-'-v Pittsburgh' beer winless Oakland. Flowers caught L ,
Ti~e curiosity about Youn~ oversba¢lowed the five passes for 140 yards as the Maulers registered 
performance of New Jersey quarterback Brian Slpe, their first home victory. 
who completed !3 of 31 passes for 219 yards,'two Gold 17 Wranglers ?
touchdowns and no interceptious. Harry Sydney rushed for 111 yards and a clinching 
• Sipe tin'ew an eight.yard TD ppss to Clar, mce fourth-quaKer touchdown to pace Denver. Sydney LOC~[  ,~r,, ,  lg /~bO(~ Shor t~ 
Collins in the secmd quarter, then combined with capped a 53-yard rive with a one-yard touchdown 
Herschel Walker en a 80-yard scoring play as New plunge with 7:38 left to give the Gold a 17-7 lead. He 
Jersey, 5-1, widened its margin to 38-10 in the third also had a 38-yard run to the 4 to Set up a gu-ahead 
period, touchdown by Bo Matthews in the third period. 
Johnson wins B.C. cup 
,Couples ,wins tournament title = ~ o w . , . c  (CP)lhesl' lom, and another 
- -  Erie Blomberg of Fernie skier, David 
PONTE VEDRA, Fla. 
(AP) --  The stage was set 
and the characters were 
in place for the final 
Sport/Shorts 
V , , f 
I 
A~IN,  Texl (AP)~ Steve Bauer ofFenwic?., 
Ont., captured the overall title Sunday in the Tour of 
Texas cycling competiUon. 
Bauer, who rides for G.S. Me`goal, had 255 total 
points. 
Davis Phinney of Boulder, Colo., who rides for the 
7-Eleven team, placed second with 237 points. 
Phinney'a fellow Boulder native Doug Shapiro, who 
rides for G.S. Mengoni, took third-place total points 
honors with 198. 
Jeannie Longo of Grenoble, France, and the 
. Christian Dlor-Franee team, took the women's series 
title with 324 points, Rebecca Twigg of Seattle and the 
7.Eleven team was second among the women with 302 
overall points. At 228 point 8, her teammate, Peggy 
Mease of Orange, Cunn., was tied for third with 
Levi's-Raleigh rider Connie Carpenter of Boulder, 
Colo., who is married to Phinney. 
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) --  California Angels 
announced Sunday they have asked for irrevocable 
waivers on left-handed relief pitcher Andy Rassler to 
give him his unconditional release. 
• The Angels also optioned left-handed pitcher Angel 
Moreno and outfielder Mike Brown to their Edmonton 
farm club in the Pacific Coast League and returned 
catcher Darrel Miller to their Mesa, Aria., minor 
league camp. 
To get to the 25-man opening day ,0seal; Hmlt, the 
Angels placed veteran outlielderE!lis Valentine on 
the 15-day disabled list because of a (~ Je f l  heel. 
~:, ; 
World Chess:imatch 
MOSCOW (AP) --The 10th game of the world chess 
cheHenge match between Soviets Garri Kasparnv 
and Vaslli Smyslev ended in a draw, leaving 
Kasparov with a 6½-3½ lead, the official Tass news 
agency said. 
The draw .Sunday was the seventh in the series, 
whieh will determine who faces re~nlng world 
champion Aantoly Karpov, also of the Soviet Union. 
Keep,roy, 20, has won three games against 
Smyslov, 63, end needs two mere points to win the 
• match. One point is awarded for a victory, and a half 
point for a draw. 
The'match started March.17 in Vilalus, the capital 
ct Lithuania . . . . . .  
round in golf's rich the 'lead after three 
Tournament Players rounds. But  the 
Championship. " challengers included 
Fred Couplea,24,Wasin some of the glamor 
" ' names of golf: Seve 
Balleateros, Tom Watson, 
Lee Treeing and Craig 
Stadler. All were there, 
ready to move. 
"I'11 bet i f  I told 
Balleateros and Watson 
rd shoot 71 in the last 
round, they'd say, 'Take 
it,' and figure they could 
beat  it,". Couples said 
Sunday. 
But they couldn't. 
o~ ~ ~t  group, unry 
Treeing, 44, could 
challenge-- and it wasn't 
enough. 
Couples, a front runner 
all the way, needed only 
ida one-ander-par effort 
to acquire the secoud 
victory of his four-seasun 
tour career. 
He-won the annual 
cbampimshlp of touring 
pros with a 277 total, 11 
under par. on the Players 
Club course, and acquired 
a 10-year exemption and 
$144,000, the biggest prize 
ever on the North 
American circuit. It also 
made Couples the leading 
money winner this year 
with ~19,483. 
CANADIANS CUT 
None .of the four 
C, anadia~s entered 
Dave Ban" of Kelowna, 
B.C., Dan Halidorsen of 
Brandon, Man., J im 
Nelford of Burnaby, B.C., 
and Rielmrd Zokol of 
Vancouver -- made It 
beyond the seeond.rg~d 
cut last Friday. 
"He held up great," 
Trsvino said of Couples. 
"Playing with people like 
Watson and Balieate~-es, 
he had a lot on the line." 
Trevino, with a closing 
68, took second and the 
biggest cheque of his 'tour 
career, $86,400. He 
finished one shot back at 
278, but it really wasn't 
that close. 
Couples, two in front at 
the Start 'of the final 
round, saw the margin 
dwindle to a stngle st~ke 
when he bogeyed the 
seventh and Trevino, in 
front of him, birdied the 
eighth. 
But Couples came back 
with a Z-iron shot to two 
feet for birdie on the 
eighth, a little flip wedge 
to six feet and birdie on 
the ninth. That put the 
margin at three, and he 
led by a minimum of two 
until he made a 
meaningless bogey on the 
18th. 
Bailesteros, in second 
place after 54 holes, 
couldn't make anything 
happen. The Spaniard 
who owns the Masters 
crown had a closing 74 
and tied for third at 202, 
five shots back. He 
shared the peeitton with 
St,die,, who blew himself 
out of the race with a fat 
39on the front although e 
rallied at the end for a 
round of par 72. 
Launy Wadkins, with a 
87, and Mark O'Meara, 
with a 73, were next at 203 
sad were not in the hunt. 
Watson, the five-time 
British Open champ 
who's trying to end a 
slump, found instead 
trees, traps, water and 
waste bunkers. Only 
three back starting the 
f ina l  ~ round, Watson 
skuggled to a 78 and a 285 
total. 
Defending titleholder 
Hal Sutton shot 78.293. 
U.S. Open champ Larry 
Nelson hit two in the 
water on the final hole 
and finished at 78-299. 
:Jack Nicklaus was 69-293. 
Vancouver won the B.C. 
Cup men's ki title while 
Michele Johnson of 
Terrace took the women's 
crown this weekend at 
Big White Ski Village. 
Blomberg clinched the 
Buckley, took the giant 
slalom. 
Johnson had a fourth. 
place finish in the 
women's slalom and 
placed seventh in the 
season championship by giant slalom to hang on 
finishing second in the for the overall title ahead 
slalom Saturday and of Pat,iota Davidson of 
seventh in the giant Smithers, who won the 
slalom. Sunday. Gene final slalom and was 
Dwarldn of Fersie won second in the GS. 
Trojans hockey 
The Edmonton Huskies women's hockey team said 
they were treated like Kings and Queens as they left 
for home after a three day hockey series in Terrace 
hosted by the Inn of the West Trojans. 
Edmonton was involved in four games over the 
weekend series. Thursday night and Friday night the 
more experienced Huskies defeated the Trojans 9-0. 
On Saturday morning they downed Rupert 14-4 and 
heat Kitimat 11-1. To wrap up the series Terrace 
played Rupert Saturday afternoon and lost 4-3. 
Ronalee Dilley had two goals and Eva-Marie Sartch 
scored the other Terrace goal. 
Saturday night the girls were all involved in a 
banquet at the Inn of the West. Terrace TroJane 
would like to thank their sponsors the Inn of the West. 
• Junior B hockey 
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) --Aaron Armstrong's 
pewer-play goal 1:24 into sudden.death overtime 
Wted Cranbrook Colts to a come-from-hehind 6-5 
victory over North Shore Wlntei' Club Sunday night 
and into the  provincial Junior B hockey 
championship. 
The Colts, who lost to North Shore in the final last 
year, won this senson's best-of.thrne s ries 2-1 to take 
a record fourth Cyclone Taylor memorial trophy. 
North Shore led 3-1 after the first period and 4-3 
going into the third. An extra ten-minute period was 
scoreless, setting up the sudden-death overtime. 
In addition to Armstrong's winner, Cranbreok got 
,, twogonis from Brent Fisher and singles from Craig 
Penitch, Bruce Pal,on and Derek Fields. 
Hewle Stohl scored twice in the losing cause, end 
the other North Shore goals were by Kelly Wright, 
~ le  WilROU and Dave Wallets. 
KeVid Insis made 49 eaves in the North Shore goal, 
while Mike Dalotse et0ppsd 31 shots for Cranbrook. 
Total attendance at "the three games was about 
4,600 at the 1,S35-seal Cranbreok Memorial Arena. 
1,800-metre events. 
The intermediate mun's 
title went to Sebastlen 
Rinux of Quebec, who wen 
the 400- and 1,000-metre 
r s~.  
Exhibition 
baseball-  
Two former World Series tars may have reached 
the end of their baseball h'aveis, while a third one 
apparently has found a new home. 
Shortstop Bucky Dent, the hero of the 1978 piayoffa 
and World Series with New Yock Yankees, was 
banded hls walking papers by Texas Rangers during 
the weekend, while catcher-first baseman Gene 
Tenace, the only player ever to hit home runs his first 
times at bat in a World Series (he hit two other 
homers in the 1972 series for Oakland), got the pink 
slip from Pittsburgh Pirates. 
Meanwhile, San Francisco Giants reached a 
tentative agreement on a two-year contract with free 
agent outfielder Dusty Baker, 34, a IS-year veteran 
who played left field the last eight eensens for Los 
Angeles Dodgers..The Dndge.rs released him in 
January with two years remaining in his five-year 
contract. Baker~ played in three World Series and 
starred in four National League playoffa. 
Dent lest his job to rookie Curtis Wilkernon, who 
drove in the winning run with a grounder in the eighth 
inning Sunday to lift the Rangers to a 4-3 exhibiUen 
victory over Houston Astros. Wilkerson's grounder 
followed a game-tying double by Dave Hoetetler off " 
Frank DiPino. 
TAKE SERIES 
As the exhib'ition schedule nded, the Dodgers 
completed a sweep~ of,their, three~ah~e ,Pree~sy ::~ 
Sunday 0dStev e Sex's two'out; mn:sc~ing"ain~e in • 
the bottom of the ninth inning at Dodger Stadium. The 
Dodgers won the opener 7-0 Friday at Anaheim 
Stadium and won Saturday 8-2 at Dodger Stadium. 
The Giants edged Oakland A's 6-S as Marmy Trillo 
singled home Bob Brealy with none out and the bases 
loaded in the ninth inning. 
Chicago White Sox finished with the I~et record in 
the American League -- 19-10 -- despite a 14-3 
pounding by the Pirates in which their pitchers were 
shelled for 20 hits in a game terminated after seven 
innings by mutual agreement. 
Toronto scored five times off Milwaukee's Moose 
Haas in the fifth inning on Ernie Whitt's two-run 
single and Jesse Barfield's three-run homer, while 
Jim Gott pitched seven tuning, of five-hit ball as the 
Blue Jays blanked the Brewers 8-0 in Vancouver's 
B.C. Place domed stadium. 
DEFEAT PADRES 
Mike Easier homered and drove In two runs and 
Tony Areas also kneckedin ,pair to lead Boutou Red 
Sex to 5-2 victory over San Diego Padres. 
Matt Young, Roy Thomas and Ed Vande Berg 
combined on a thrne-hitter as Seattle Mariners 
defeated a Chicago Cubs spilt squad 6-3. Another 
groupof Cubs whipped Cleveland Indians 9-2 as Jedy 
Davis drove in four runs and Stove Trout allowed one 
run in seven innings. 
De'real Porter hit two doubles and drove in three 
rims as St. Louis Cardinals downed Philadelphia 
Phlllies 6-3. 
Andre Dawson drove in three runs with a homer 
and an infield single as Montreal Expos trimmed 
Atlanta Braves 8-1. The Expos lost 3-1 to Minnesota 
and won 6-3 over the Yankees in split-squa, d games 
Saturday. 
Ron Gardenhire's infield single drove in New 
York's second run of the ninth Inning as the Mete 
rallied to defeat Detroit Tigers 7-6. 
Dave Eagle's' seventh.tuning single drove in the 
winning run as Minnesota Twins nipped Detroit's 'B' 
team 5-4. 
Kansas city Royals announced Saturday that third 
baseman George Brett will be sidelined for two 
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. live to write nly first let- 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE 




~;~ :: :~ ,~ 
the WIZARD of ID 
i tJl 
I ,, ...... , 
by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
~m~r J 
by Lynn Johneton 
• .. ::~ . . . .  
ter to a .newspaper 
¢olunmist. 
i am in lave with a 
npin whols middle-aged 
gas 1 anl). and we have 
been going •together far 
" ' - ' " ' - "+" '+ HERHAM alfeetionate but has nidde no effort to be- 
' tome.intimate; although 
he:has hinted strongly , -  
. that  he ,woUld like to 
nta~' me. 
• At first ! thought he 
was l refreshingly old- 
fashioned and l respect, 
ed hlmtor it, later I de -  
eided he Was extremely 
shy, Naw I ann. almost 
certain the ms. Is Impo- 
tent. Please tell me how I
c'an let him know this 
~xnal dysfunction would 
,at make a particle, of 
difference to nle. I be- 
Iieve when ylili slllcei'ely 
lnve a.nlan, yell uet~pt 
him as he is. 
Manymarriages have 
plenty af sex but fall 
ppart because love and 
rust. Idndnesa,and re- 
sp~'t are missing. To be 
nearthls man every day 
knd to fall asleep in his 
ainu every night ,would 
be enough for me. How 
elm I let him know my. 
feelings? --  Knowledge- 
ebb 
• i Tell him - -  as yOU told 
me. if.ha has the qualitle~ 
you (Icm'rihl~t hr+,will,,U¢, 
eluh.d. 
/ 
~ . i  
"Tm mak ing  you  Dobson 's  personal  
: <" :aSs iS tant  unti l  his feet  get  bet ter . "  
- • . . - " , ,,. The Herlld, Monday. April 2, '~B4, P I I le7 
/ . 
Rbout I l Ul, aLl  .... ~ ':VANCOUVER :'iCPi : Fivb yean a'g.. when ~ :~. ' l~du,  who Still l ives: ,  theMand in Georgia He a]so does cartoenn for government publicatlons 
• .H, .~  was a Canadian record for ouch tldnga, 
or~an~en,of.a Michael Jac~n dance contest In 
~probab ly 'wou ld  have Bust I t . .  • .. ,  
' T~":~m~St, Scheduled for a local ~:0ppin8 mall, 
had""~' *bo "cancelled when the huge crowd of 
epectat;Ore became too.large for organizers to handle. 
Brenda"Sig.rdsen, promotiens co-ordinator .for a 
local radio etatinn, said more than a,~o to/triage:re 
appeared at the meal to watch a Mlchael Jackson 
MomWalk Co.tesLin which 13 enntectan~ were to 
o0 in !~ for.a trip for two to see the teen idol m his 
nextl emeert tour. 
" [~t  there would be about S,000 people at the 
shagging centre, .but it was more like a Michael" 
Jacknm Concert, " "she said. "There were about elBllt 
to ten m onsa~nd people in' the shop~g ean~;" . .  
ag Br i t~  left London's Tower Bridge on 
a run around the world . . . .  
, consultant Henry Wanton, 
lerelalartist ~ 1~ ~; ~ i t  would . 
~iem~two years to become ~e f ist l~p le  to 
~te . th~ almost ~8,0~0-1dl0metre marathon; • 
~are bein~ followed by a New Zestander on a 
bpull ingatrailerofaupplles. ., " • • " 
! ~WO said they aimed to run about 50 kllometres 
'.,three days on end oue day off, with the tint 
taking them ac~s  Europe. 
,..:, Adrian Raeelde 'atarted sendlngost hundreds o f  -Strait,. started sendin~ out ~ cartoons on " 
i " cartoonaam0nth, ewanplussodffapaperaecepted'~;~ speculation to:hundreds of papers from Alaska to 
.' me and paid h~.~, ' . ,  . . " :.. . . .  ..~oddu,.He a~o b~t  up'a ~t  of w~y'pa~ In 
: Today, at ~6; he~k~ as much ap~i00 f~  a sk~lo ~:;Brit~h. Col .umb.la that regalarly paid him $3.50 a 
~ '~m. Jd ica  . .~ : : '  : " ' . .  : .  : "  , / : - :" : . : : - . :" , . - ; .  :-~,:;~..::::::'~:~:~.~/~.';-:~n::i~t~;'~packed so e of hb samplca into a 
• .",, Still', he'~eels e l l~t]e r gu i l ty  -aDout/Spoum~g :ms: < - - "~rdSu i '  . . . .  ; ' - "  w . . . .  " . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  
" • '~-_~ • . J - -  ~.. 1,1.. ' ' - '~ ;~. . . .  ~ . ' .Z~I .  . " t ;azu  t .~m;~ulu  ©l l tUU.  tuz~a,  lU~lUat ,  t~ l~UI  
• ~o~.ey ou /~e l~n~. ,gaage~,e ,~;~ he" ;  " Tm~o;andN~ York. He ended tip creating the 
" " ' ld  "e ' - r  h -v"  an  a • ' ;h" (L  " " :  :' " ' ~ " ~' ~ ' ~  ' ~ ' " ~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . . . . . . .  
"~"~ " "~ ~ '~ '~"  ' "  " ' " ' n's • . -y  . . .~ ; . ,~ . .h ,  #,, . ,1 ~ o , . ,~ ,~, ,  h= .~.m. , ,  men m,  chi ldre page. At first, he earned $10 a strip, f ive 
.- i m" u'--",,7 -~  • o.u..,,~ v ~ u~.~...-.-.o -~ '4""S a week b - t  a ~w th~.z,~ ~,~,a  me, I ra  e~K a a f~ l~ 
• " , - -A , , . .~t , (~. , ,4  a .A  ~h~ ~.~1~ ~4m'•~'mM h ' -~am~ ' ' "  hm ~Va~u.u  mB©~. ' t~u~'o~q~uu u~w~m.~u.  ,: , 
. .  mfid .~g 'an  interview, " " " . ' . . .  ' : .  ' I" . '  . . . .  " : . :  . . . . . . . .  , . • ' " .  
' Evenhefore~de]~m~toorawi,'hewasus~ . : :~o  s~d ica~ also ~read to distribute. 
• crays~tedraw,lluthemadease~cuaeff~toearn ' ~ ,m~ Today, they appear in 6O Cmm~i-n dolly 
a l l~g .~ro~h his art only altar a:veri~y of Jobs and weensy newspapers and In about the same 
." that follaw~d his gra.dunUou from h~h sd~onl,. -:,* rl : ~ d U.S. ~m~,  w ~  and magazines, 
' " Orisinaliy.,froin New Zealand, HaesldearriVed on .b~.luding '.the WashinSton Poet, San F~neiseo 
Salispring Island wit~ b~ family in 1972. :. Chr~ele and Nattonal Review, . " /: 
°" CP Air launches Pegasus 2000 system 
MONTREAL (cP) - -  In launching its Pegasus 2000 removeeny bissosin the system. "But whm you rely 
i~  system Monduy/ Vonceuver-he~ CP. Air: i s  
ganiblln~ tha.tCana'da l  bI~ enon~h for twonaUeaal 
-~.v e~nputer airline renervatlous ystems. 
' CP Air's'entry is ~aimed irectly at Air" Canada, 
"I suppose it's a blt eceeutrie but I think there are a which hea enjoyed a near monopoly on travel agency 
t of pe0plewho would like to come with- "" automation with .its Resorvac aystem. 
us,- Westou, " Reservac, which l~ts nil.the major airlines; is'used ddi - . • 
by thousands d ~avelagente to make re la t ions  
on the competition to display your preduet,' you put 
yourself at.a substantial risk," explained Wa~e. 
• -Dale, CP Air's direetor'of agency automation. 
While both systems enable travel aBento to eheek 
:.. sohednien, book f i~to;  lz'lnt tickets and reserve cars 
and hotel rooms, the new CP Air system also allows 
the traveJ agent to perform acc~unUn~, word- 
- proceesing andL other business tasks on the same 
" .Well, lt.turos out the savior of Harold BaHard's '" and order tickets. . . . .radio-display terminal. 
hepism Tor~to Maple.Leafs is none other than .;, the " ' But Air Canada competitors charge that Reservac . .The system uses the IBM Personal Computer and 
he~t ic  octagenarian himself. • gives Air Canada fliShin ~renter prominence. At a software packages uch as the popular Lotus 1-2-3 
A~i'~0nto newspaper had claimed it was gob~ to z~went:Canadkn Transport commission heeriz~, ~program, which combines eleetronic filing, 
unv, el! the latest ~rent white hope for the National 'Quebeealr said the airlines should run Reservac . ~dohect  analyslsand'graphica. . 
~o~ ~Len~eteem in i~ Sunday .~Uon; but when : ~e~v~y;  • . . . .  ' 1'" : . .  ::.-,: .FEW.TAKER8 . . • • • , ," 
the pkparblt the st~usteYusdershxmd a pletureof :Air.Canada: has' made recent :imprevements~tO ;. : /:D~espite its advantages; CP Air hashed few takers 
Ball~'d, in Leaf regalia firing a puck, on the front ~' 
Anti-cancer drug tested 
• DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. lAP) "  A new anti- anti-cancer properties were discovered by accident 
cancer dru~ that transforms tumor cells into near In the early 1970s, Dexter said. 
normal cells without the devantatin~ side effects of ~ A solvent knownas dimethyl sulfonlde, or DMS0, is 
existing chemotherapy isbeing tested on humans for being used to preserve mouse cells during fres~ng. 
says :he'll move the first time, researchers say. . .'~ ; ~ . .: . THAWED.CELI~ 
"problelns hehas "It's ~tremely appealing tO have an a~enl ~at  :.~ When researchers thawed some mouse leukemic 
hu~nms* conneci rather than execute the tumors Will reform them,!' : red blood cells that hadbeen fro~e~ withDMSO, the 
Inal~vmpaperinterviow, said Denlel Dexter, a researcherwlthE.l, duPontde researohersnoticed that the leukemic cells were 
back lm.ge of the sports section. - 
As us0al, the biggest April Fool's Joke is on Maple 
Leaf Uckethnlders, who faithfully fill the Gardens f0r 
each b0m. egame and haven't had a whiff of a Stanley 
Cup M 18 years. 
Mark Thntcher, son of Britain's prime minister, 
!  to the United .States because of 
i Created for his mother . . .~ .  ~ 
stqem tio0s. " • • 
  _newspa  er inter de s, Thatcher accused critics 
of his bdsinees affairs Of trying to get at his mother 
throughhim and said he is moving because of the 
_aS~. Vqtiou it has caused her, ' '. 
He"described the last 13 weeks as "bloody" as 
MarKeret Thntcher was berried in Parliament and in 
the ~ about his former Job as a consultant with a 
Britlsh company. The company received a ,~450 
ndlll~contract to build a unlvendty in Omen shortly 
aftorids mother made sn official visit to the Arab. 
state eli 1981. 
However, the prime minister needn't worry that 
Nemoure and Co. 
Speak~ Sunday at a science Writers' seminar 
sponsored by the American Cancer Soniety, Dexter 
said e~dsting drugs are highly toxic to normal cells as 
well as cancer cells. 
The new drug, called N-methylformamido, is one of 
a class of drugs that Invade' cancer cells and 
somehow cause them to mature lfitb'cells that'ere 
almost normal. It is not known how the drugs work. 
These near normal cells lose the ability togrow 
wildly into the tangled knots of tinsae found in 
producing hemoglobin, something they had not been 
~]e  te do before they were frozen. 
The DMSO had transformed the mouse calls into 
something resembling normal red blood cells, Dexter 
said; 
Cancer cells, he explained, are immature forms of 
normal cells, gunllke normal cells, they do not 
mature and stop dividing. 
SO the DMSO had transformed the cells by causing 
their maturaUon, Dexter said, at which point the cells 
could begin producing hemo~lobin. 
her son will he unemployed in the United States -- he 
accepted a -  $6S,500 a year Job promoting ma~t.~'aT w "-'-~t~ - - " - '  " ' - - - - "  * ' - -~* - ~ 'a" re '=" l  -~'~-~":in-~-'~-"s'f"-'~°r similar substances, known as paler solvents, could race  .n~,.  
British sports can. ' " m., , .~  . . . . as . , .  ~,,v~,,~ w-~. ,  nlso  c ~ttlm~ tl, t~ mnhosmHm nt h.n,,nn . . . . .  '•#,nil. in 
• ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  'J~ ..... ~ ~. q . . . . . . . . . . .  _ ~ . ~ . ~  -,~ .... . .... ~,~, ~-~ . . . . . .  • : tbe~tut -~Ub~, . -  ~ - ~ - ~  ~, .  .. ~ "~ . . . .  - - 
Thesunrkesintheeas'1,~'~ff~P~ "]kCdl~h11EraHd''~,:.-~ . . . . . . .  -~  ' tA / . - , , -~ l , , ,e , ,~ . , ,4 .~. ,~ ~ ~:~ .,';~:~-~::~ic¢;and his-colleagues ~at Brews University~ " 
Mi .eB~ly  d the N~ York ~,~ndereWB ~ .m~ ~'  . VV i : l ,~ l  I I I  l y iq~l  I " I ' " I "1 '  w'~ff,;he.iefl fordu Pent last year, found that N- 
~ama r . . . .  m ' ;yea . , * I "  " . . . .  " ' ~ - . ethyiformamide, orNMF, was effective in flShting 
.Lik~ .L~es and death, Bossy s 50th was inevitable t s difficult to say thla without insulting our good human colon tumors grafted onto mice. 
a key showdown Saturday against the 
in~ton Capitals in a game that decided 
Hockey League's Patrick Division 
Bossy;who inter added his 51st into an empty net, 
produced the winning goal at 6:58 of the third period 
toput  the Islaz~e0ns in trent 24) and stave off 
and annual reperte. 
"I work IS hours a .d~, seven days a week," he 
says; He started in a.husement studio in his parents' 
home, moved to a converted garden,lled and now has 
own s~:~0. I n : the .  same pret ty ,  " ., : ,  ,:..-...,, 
Raesid~:!'reads newspapers and magasifie~;~ 
veraciously and watchestelevinlon. He produces f i ve  
to elght cartoons a week on topics of British: 
Columbian., canadian and international cencem, 
"Some days I get four or five ideas, sometimes I get 
none. It's 99d). er-eent perspiration, Due-per-cent 
/mpkation." 
He drew one of his most inspired cartoens after, 
learning that Peter Sellers had died. 
"In half an hour I had drawn a cartoon of the pink 
panther sitting on the sidewalk, reading a newspaper 
with a headline about Sellers' death. There was a tear 
In the panther's eye. 
"Everybody ran that cartoon. Often a simple idea 
can be.the mest effeettve." 
so far for Pegasus. In Montreal, 0nly two agencies 
have switched from Reservac to the CP Air system, 
althon~h Kurt Kchlor, the airJlne's Montreal sales 
representative, said he expects 20 or 30 agencies 
across Quebec will sign up this year once they see 
how the system works. 
And CP Air has a lot of ground to make up In the 
rest ~ the country. As of Monday's start-up, there 
were 35. agencies on line, compared with 2,600 with 
Reservac. 
Still, Peter Harrison, vice-president of a Montreal 
travel agency, believes Pepsus 2(}00 is unequalled In 
the business. And Delta Airlines of the United States 
seems to agree: It has purchased Pegases 2000 for 
Use south of the border. 
Eventually, cP Air would like to get 35 per cent of 
the automated agencies; but Kohler a~reed it will he 
quite a while before Pe~naun canturn a profit. 
Air Canada isn't panicking at the arrival of a 
axupetitor for Reservac. "There's a lot of new 
interest in any now system," said Bill Wenham, an 
Ai r  Cunnda Off ic ial .  
"But I don't quite understand why CP Air is doing 
this. It's a very expeus/ve and complicated business 
to be in and CP Air already gets good display on 
Reaervac," Wanham added. 
But with the prospect of some dere6~lation of the 
Canadian airline industry and fast changin~ fares 
that would likely follow; CP Air felt it needed its own. 
system to protect its Interestsi said CP Air's Dale. 
tumors. In subsequent expeflmento, researchers found that 
' :CATC~ THE WSmN" - • "" ~ . ,~ ,  • * • . - , ,  .... %~"?.'.L' ~"  • 
_.,.-.' ~ .. .,., = ~..~,~ ;~(,.~.~:'.:::r,p.~-~,~... , . ..~.;:~.,, : , . ; . : /  
: UndaY,/April 5 6:30 PM 
nel~hbon to the south; but the truthseems to be that Trials with human patlents are called Phase I 
the father Of their country, George Washington, was studies, intended only.~ make nure that the drugs do 
something of a bore. .' ' * not have unexpected side-effects, Dexter said. 
Oh, he was a nice enongh guy, honorable end all ..~ phase II test~seheduled to be~in this summer 
that. But nature just didn't see fit to serve hkm a ~h0uld be~in to show whether the dru~ is as effective 
particularly generous helping of charisma. ' In humans as it has, been in mice. 
at 
Washini[ton'e late.aeaso~ rush fm ~ the'top poeition. 
Male pap test  
SAINT JOHN, N.B..(CP) - -  Every man over the 
age of 45 should undergo a male Pap teat -- a simple, 
painless way of detecting prostate cancer, says Saint 
John urologist studying the disease, 
Dr, Arthur Cheniey, who has been doin~ research at 
St. 3~eph's Huspital under a Terry Fox ~'ant, says 
more then 3~)00 C anadiam died from prestate cancer 
In 1~.  The'flsure wae over 24,100 in the United 
States. 
'The Inddenca of cancer of the prostate in Canada 
'and the United States is second only In lun~ cancer," 
C l~ey  said in an interview. "If detected at an early 
stage tlds disease is curable." 
Chseley, a professor of urology at Dall~usie 
University in Halifax, said mere than 90 per cent of 
all casesare:diaponed too late. Men are reluctant to 
hevethn test and physicinna usually avoid it, he said. 
The: test,: which is less expensive than the Pap 
smear f~  women, requires only. a dispo~ble ~love 
and a small amount of lubricant. 
"The aamination is done rectally,°' Chesley said. 
"The prsetate Bland is palpated 8early by the doctor 
who is locking for any nodules or unusual formations 
that could indicate the disease." 
A biopesy isperformed on euspicious lesions. 
Under a pilot project conducted in Saint John, 1,207 
men were examinecL Four cases of prostate cancer 
were. dkcovered and two of those cam were in the 
early stages and curable. 
ONE IN 20 MEN 
Chesley said his research shows that one in 30 men 
over 45 develops prostate cancer. Thh'ty per cent of 
men over 50 have the disease and, at ~e  'IS, ~ery 
male has developed it to some degree. 
Treatment for the disease includes radical 
Or at least thatrs the impression me gets from the ' 
first episode of the George Washington mini.series 
CBS is showing April,8,10 and U.  (The ~ (3o April 
9 is for the Academy Awards. Various indepmdent 
Stations aeress Canaduare also carrying the series;) 
" The ei~ht-honr series, starring Barry Bustwick in 
the title role, picks up steam over its three nights. But 
the kickoff se~jnent depietin~Wanhlngton's early 
years is painfully slow-- ~hen it isn't unintentionally 
funny. . 
SHARE BLAME 
The producers and writers get most of the blame 
for .this. They know their, countrymen think of 
Washin~ten with derision, as a rich, stuffy aristocrat. 
Americana like their heroes to have a common touch. 
(So do Canadians: even people who know alto'oct 
~thing about John A. Macdonald can tell you he was 
a drunk.) " '" 
So the first episode sets out to debunk the 
Washingtonmyth. He's shown as poor, boy, with a 
cantankerou~ mother (Rnaemary.Murphy)who's 
always whining about money. On a visit to neighbors, 
he stands in open-mouthed awe at their weaith and at 
a lavish ball, he stumbles'and stutters In the company 
of fancy folk. 
Old Stonefare has been turned into" a bland young 
man -- or maybe even worse when Wnahin~ten's 
record as a military man Is taken into aocount. 
Even Thomas James Flexner, whose largely 
flatterin~ biographies are the basis for the series, 
says the really amazing thin8 about Washington was 
that he somehow managed throughout hie long career 
"to keep from being discharged as a failure." 
ASTIN CO-STAR8 
Co.tarring with Boetwick, the young actor best 
known for hb work in musieak (Grease,The Pirates 
Penzance and the cult,movie The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show) is Patty Duke Antin as George's wife, 
Marthe . -  .... 
Former Chedle's Angel Jadyn Smith plays the 
aristocratic Sally Fairies, the woman who was the 
real love of Oeorga's life. David Dukes is ~lly's 
gullible hushand, George Fairfax. 
As befits a $19-million extravapnza -- for which 
General Motors Corp. is the sole spenser -- the prostet~tomy for advanced cases, radiotherapy and 
in some case s simply monitoring, production is stocked with big-name actors In small 
"The radical Ircatment can cause impotcuce, but roles: Hal Holbreok, James Mason, Robert Stack, 
later surgicaiprocedures can somcilm~ be used.~ Lloyd Bridges, Trevor Howard and Jess Ferret. 
" said "There,are few mile correctt~tpmblem, he . . .  ~ ~ .:, , Bestwickisphyelcullyd~htforthepartatalcan6 
effects from radlotherapybut there I~ some I~mO~.  feet 4. ~ches. But he simply is not a strong enough 
actor to hold t~[ether this mammoth preJnct, a fact of impotence." " • " ~: - 
Chealeysald patientemaygayeaz'zbof0re ~.~ particular evident in the dismal first epleode. 
they have.prostate cae~er/;Thelr flrstlndieauonm Of that first three.hour ~ m ,  the most 
allen the devekpment.0f urinary tract discomfert. outstanding Inemory is of Boetwick raisin8 and 
Advanced cancer in prostate can . he extremely lowering his eyebrows. When Wa~8~ is angry, 
pa ful, Cheeley said. The urinary system fails and Bentwick ominously crooks one brow; when he's 
happy, both eyebrows fly up merrily. 
the patien t experiences d multitude of problems. 
Cheeley's research discovered that North 
American blacks have the hi,hast incidence of 
Prostate cancer In the world, hut African blacks have 
a low rate. Odentsis have the lowest rate unless they 
ndgrate to North America where,, within a 
gemratkm, they develop a rate equal to.that of other 
North ~d~m,  , . 
Cheeley and a team g workers have produced 
posters 'and pomphle~ for the public and 
Profeselonal~ plus a slide presentation to teach the 
examination technique., " 
8POKE FEW WORD9 
That's not all Bostwick's.fanlt: Wanhlngten really 
was a man of few words and that's why he is not 
accorded the same reverence of some of his 
contemporaries like Thomas. Jefferson, .Benjamin 
Franklin or John Adams. 
And in the fdlowin8 two episodes,' Osetwick 
improves because Washington is given a lot more to 
do, leading hetUesand dealing with cut-throat 
opponents. 
The series coven Washicaton's ~e from the ~e of 
t9 to 51. before he I~eknie the first U.S. president. 
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TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES prov ides  
assistance with household 
management and dally 
living activities' to aged, 
hand icapped,  con.  
valescenfe, chronically IIh 
etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG IP4. 
Phone 635-5135. 
(md.20nov) 
TERRACE PRO.L IFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with uphQId|ng 
the right to life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
suppor t ing  members  
welcome. Phone Roberts 
635-7749 or Mark at 635-0841. 
(ppd-201une-84.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
'Monthly mooting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
THE TERRACE Foster FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Parents Association meets Soup Kitchen - -  We provide 
the fourth Tuesday of each free soup to those In need; 
month at Northwest this service Is provided by 
Community College. We are volun'teers who are 
a support group for foster unemployed. Donations of 
parents. If you would like to food Dad money are needed 
talk to us please call Bay to maintain this service. 
635-3248, Jacqule ~%~-6727, .3312 Sparks Ave, 
Treen 635-286S. 10am. 41~! 
. (ppd2.23mar84) 638.1604 
. .  (l~d2-30mar84). 
GAY CONNECTION 
SundayS, 7-I~m 638.1362. 
(plXI.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and Ioln us, • family 
orientated group, wlti~ 
fnmlly end adult activities. 
We are a ,kl~l l  support 
.group; offerlng, frlendshlp, 
c0mpenlonsMp and help If 
w l  can to families who are 
only one pareM. Come and 
Join us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; support 
service for women; 
Information; referral; 
lending Ilbrory; bookstore, 
counse l l ing ;  support  
groups, 
4S42 Park Aveniue; 
open 12-4 p.m. weekdays 
631.02N 
(ppd.Tmo.30Mer'84) 
avery month at8:00p.m, at Canada. For Information ALANON MEETINGS 
the Kltl K'Shen staffroum. ..phone Bee 635-3238 or Judy Mon,~,,, ,a .:,=. aa . . . . . . .  6t .1M.  ~ ' . . . r l l _  MI_._ ~ • W~r  ~I  I l l l l l~P•l l l~; l l l l l l / tC I I  ' - For more IntormaflOn;calL::_m~, .. ~.~,;w fro..nux:-~/z. , : . . , , . . . . .  .a  ,,.-- ' oh._.: 
Cathy at 635-21SI or Sue e t  erreea, B.C. VlIG 2B5.  ~ Isobel~L~-9359 or Glbrla 635 
635.4691. . r d (ppd2~mal-) " 5546. • " 
(ppdS-201une) PARENTVS-IN-CRIS S A (ppd-23mar84) 
KSAN HOUSE Is avallable 
to women and chlldren who 
have ~ physically or 
mentally abused. If yOu 
need a safe temporary 
refuge call the help llne 
4042. 
(ppd.aprl130-84) 
self.help group for parents, 
sseklng to change 
destructive patforns of EVERY THURSDAY at.7 
child.rearing, Weekly p.m. in the Hospital Pysch 
• meetings, Telephone crlsJs Unit there is a movie.on 
line • 635-55M or wrlto to Alcohol and Drugs. 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. Everyone welcome. 
(ppc14.201une) (ppd-13apr) 
"I ere is a cure for Kidney Disease 
Togct~ we can rmdi~ 
KIDNEY I~OUN-DATION OF CANADA 
Make i~ ~our vitmry too! 
INDEX 
I ~ommunlty Services ~t Services 
g Coming Evenl l  g4 Sltull lons Wanted 49 
3 NOtiCeS 211 TV & Steren 50 Homes for Sale 
4 Information Wlnlecl g9 MUSI¢III Instruments $1 Homes Wanted 
5 Births 30 Furniture & Appliances 52 ProPerty for Sale 
6 Engagements 31 Pets 53 Property Wanted 
7 Marriages ~ Livestock 
Oblfoorles ;~,~i,~ / '  ) 54 Business Property . 
. . . .  F. r,5a!a ~ ~L l l lne~s  : ~'~'cl~.~P'r~imr '~ ~-  -~.L~"~'~ r .,,, ~:s~n,s o~rt~.v~' 
10 p'& Trade * ~4 Motorcycles 
In Momorfom .~.  Mii¢ellarleq~s Wllnted 51,  Aulomobiles:" ' .- " 
I I  • ". "Au¢tfone ~'- . . . . .  ' " ' '~  ~ .... ~'~i ' l ; Io l" '  :'~:'" . . . . .  M Trucks & Vans 
12 Gerape S i l l  4~ Equipnmlt"  $9 Mobile Homes 
13 Porlonal 41 Machinery 60 Recreational Vehicles 
14 "Buslnesll Perlorlal 43 For Rent JMlaCelllneo~s 63 AIr¢rMt 
15 Found 44 Properly for Real 64 F~nancial 
16 Lost 45 Room & 8pard M Legal 
19 Help Wanted 47 Suites for Rent 69 . Tenders 
~/ For.Hire 41  .Homes for RIInt 
CLASS lF I ID  EATMS CLASSI F lED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
LOCAL ONLY Notices 6.00' 
20 wordll Or lets 12.00 par Inesrtlon. Over 20 Births 6.00 
WOrds 5 coats Per word. 3 or more ¢orlseCutJve Engegemeots 6.00 
insertIo~s $1,50 her inesrtion. Marriages 6.00 
Obituaries 6.00 
REFUNOS Card of Th inks .  . 6.00 
First insertlorl charged for whether run or not. In Memorlum 6.00 
Abeolutely no refunds alter ~ h is  been Rt, ~)v@r g0 WOrds, 5 cents each additional WOrd. " 
PHONE 63S.6357 -- Clar i f ied Advertising 
¢OMRMCTIONS OelNlrtment 
Must be medo before se¢on~ insertion, 
AIIowinca can be mldo  for only Ohe IncorfaCt SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Id ,  Eftoctlve Oclaber I .  I f i0 
5ingle Cagv 25c 
BOX NUMESRS Oy Carrier mth.S3.S0 
11.00 pickup , ~ By Carrier Year3L~O 
S2.00 moiled BY Mai l  "" 3 mths. 2S.00 
. Oy M i l l  6 mthll. 35,00 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY By MiJJ I yr**~.O01 
Rites Iva l l lb fo  upon reqmlllt. Senior Citizen * I yr. 30.00" 
NATIONAL CLASglFIEO RATS OritiH1 Commonwealth and lJniled States of 
:12 cenls per agate line. M in fm~ charge SS.00 " , America I yr. 6S.00 
per insertion. 
The Herald reserves the right tO classify adl  
LI IOAL • POLITICAL lad  TRANSIENT AD- 
VaRTISING 
37 cents per line, 
iU$1N|SS PseSONALS 
$5.~ per flno per month. On a min imum four 
month basis. 
'¢OMINO EV|NT~ "1 " 
For Non.Profit Organleatione. Maximum | daYS 
INUIrtion prior to event for no charge, Must be |S 
Words or lesl, typed, ind  submittacl to our office** 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NO~rl. two dayll prior to PubllcMIon day. 
CLASSIPl ID 
11:~ e.m. on day prevloos to dlly of pubilcMIon 
' Monday tO Frldev. 
ALL CLA Ig lP lEO CASH WITH ORDER efber 
th in  IUS IN I l I I I  WITH AN I ITA IL I IN ID  
ACCOUNT, 
Service e l t i r la  Of I L# en I l l  N.S.F. cheeoes, 
WEODINO OEgCEIPTIONS " 
NO chorge provided news Submltteq within one 
morlth. 
hX  ~tg, Teffoce, E.¢. Home I~lllvory 
vgG 414 PSane ILll-4101 
h 
under appropriate holldings and to set rates 
therefore and to delermine page iecMlon. 
ThO Herl l ld reserves tho right t0 revise, edit, 
ClllSSity or reiect any advertisement llnd to 
retain any answers directed tQ the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customor the sum 
paid for the advertisement llnd bOx rental. = 
BO)~ replies on "Ho ld"  Instructions not l~ickeci Up 
with in 10 days of expiry of an advarlisement wi l l  
be dastroved unless mailing instructions llre 
recelvacl, Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid lost. A l l  cloIms of errors In edvorfl~emeots 
mullt  be received by the publisher w th n 30 daYS 
Mter the f irm Publlceflon. 
It iS Ilgrsed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the I l lb l l i ty  OI the Herald In the event of 
Ibl lure t0 publish an advertisement or In the 
event of an error  opbOarlng I'~ :he odvcr~i~menl 
• 3 PUOIISI1N ehell bo limited to the amount paid 
by the idv l l r t l l e r  for only one Incorrent Insertion 
for the portion of the advertising spece ~:cupled 
by the in¢orract or omittedifom oflly, and that 
there shall be no liability to any extent greater 
than the imo~nt paid for such aclverflslng. 
AdYertiMmonls must comply With the British 
Columble Human Righfo Act which prohibits any 
aduertlslng trim dlocrlmlnates against any 
~erlon blcause of his reeD, religion, SeX, color, 
netioanlllly, en¢ostry or plaCe of orlgin, or 
h tH: lU l i . l l i l  age ill between 44 end ~.yoors,  
Palest 1111 condition is ivlltlflad by a bans fide 
[..eqgiroment for the work InVOLved. . . 
dallu 
r-aid 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your  Ad .............................................................. 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
C lassi f icat ion ................................... Send ad along w i th  
chequeor  money order  to: 
20 words  o r  less: S2 per day. , DA ILYHERALD 
~;4.50 for  three  consecut ive days ' 3010 Ka lum St. 
S6 for four  consecut ive days Terrace,  B.C. 
$7.50 for f ive  consecutive days VRG 2M7 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE - -  We 
are a non-government 
agency that provides advice 
and Counselling to the 
unemployed.' Our ~rvlces 
are free. If you need help 
w i th  Unemployment  
Insurance problems or 
Human Resources give us a 
call . . . . . .  
: 4721 Lazelle, 
Rm. 200 
(Back of Tllllcum Theatre) 
, 635-4631 
., (Ppd2.30mer84) 





Tuesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Hea/'t Church 
4630 Straume 
Wednesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
• (Women's CIosod), 
HosPital Psych Unit: 
Thursday --  8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Friday--e:30 p.m. 
:(Open) : 

















4530 Lakel,~e Ave. 
Terrace VeG 1P.4 
CENTENNIAL ChrLsUan' 
School Boaster Club will be' 
holding a garage ~a]e on 
April 7 from 10am until 
noon. A large variety of 
goods for ~e .  
Coroer of ~ Sparks' and 
Straume. 
(nc-6apr) 
PARKSIDE * SCHOOL 
l)areMs wil l  be holdlng*a 
fund.r~lslng bake  ~ le  
~eenaMal l  on sat. Apr l l  
7 ;  Ra f f le t i ckets  fo r :a  
Cabbage Patch• kid wi l l  
also be sold. 
(ncS~apr) 
SKEENA*ZONE DRAMA 
FEST IVAL  REM Lee 
Theatre. "Sat. Apr i l .  :14. 
1pro. A Letter From The 
General (Terrace) Spin 
Decisions and Statues 
(Prince Rupert). Tickets 
at Carter's Jewellers: 
(n~apr)----  ~ . 
TOTEM SADDLE CLUB 
dance  Thornh l l l  
Communi ty  Hal l .  Sat. 
April 14 9pm.2am. Band: 
Bad Manners.  M ldn l te  
lunch. Single - aT.S0;.' 
Couple $15.00. Tickets et  




Band Parents Association: 
Garage sale. Another 
project to raise funds for 
Band Trlpo Is coming up on 
April 7. A Giant Garage Sale 
will be held at the' Skeena 
Jr. Sac. Cafeteria from 9am 
until lpm. 
We are accepting 
donations for this. Please 
phone 635-3052 for pickup, or 
bring your Items to Skeena, 
centre front entrance, 
between 7pm and 9pm on 
Friday, April 6. 
For further Intormatlon 
, ALTERNATE ' : phone 638,1847 . . . . .  
~.'.~"::" EDOC~,TI~ t':''~':' ~ i . ,  ~,:,.~ ,,;~>~,,:~nc.Bapr). 
.... ' ~ ,:..:.;.. ,," * ~t .' / /.'. :~! ~ 
• COMMUNITY  
WORKS 
• CONSUMER 


























JUDO CLUBS For junior 7- 
14 mars, Ju:Jillu for adult. 
For more Information call 
635.9316 and 63~93S6, 
(p3.30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON- 
SERVATIVE Association of 
Skeena. I nformatlon 
Memberships. Phone 638. 
1206. 
(pa.31aug~l) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT.' 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to offer you our 
SUp l~rt and friendship. 
Free c~fldentlal 
.pregnancy tests available. 
TIIIIcum Building 4721 Suite. 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office 
hours Mon. to Frl. from 9am 
to ham Saturday '9am to 
1pro Phone 635-3907 Daytime 
(ppd-lume4) 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP. 
LINE 635-4042 A 24hr. line 
for support and information 
for victims of sexual 
assault. Office location: 
No.2-3238 Kaltm Street, 
Open 9.4, Mon-Frl. 
(ppd-oorll30.B4) 
100 Huntle~ Street 
Complimentary Dinner. 
Come and see the film 
"Catch the vision" 
Thursday, April 5 at B:~0 
p.m. Inn of the "West, 
Ten'ace. Reservations rely. 
-sapr) 
TERRACE. PARENTS for 
French are offering 3 
d i f fe rent  F rench  
Conversation Classes. 1. 
For students In grade 5 to 7 
Inclusive. First class Is 
April 11.2. Adult I~eglnners. 
First class steals T.hurKIoy, 
April 12th at 8 - 10pm. 
Register at first class. 3. 
Adult seniors. Class starts 
Tues. April 10 at 6-10pm. 
Register at flret class. For 
Information phone Sue 
.Trombley '635.4691.(nc. 
,lapr) 
TERRACE DOG CLUB 
Sanction Match Sunday 
April ~ 1st Thornhill 
Community HaU. Building 
opens at l l am for 
m~klzallons, Judging st=rts 
at Ipm. Enl=y fee is 13 per 
dog," per class. Far mare 
information or to pro- 
mgktcr call Sadie - days 
~3~4~17, Jean - evenin~ - 
835~184 or mail to Terrace 
..Dog Club, Bo~ 883, Terrace. 
(nc~apr) 
KERMODE 4 Wheelers 
spring meeting Wed. April 
4. Banquet room Sandman 
Inn, For more Information 
Phone 625,5867. 
(nc-aapr) 
THERE WILL BE a coffee 
break for local foster 
parents and Interested 
persons on Wed. April 4 
belween and- 3 p.m, In the 
Health Unit Auditorium on 
Kalum Street. Recipe forms 
and pre.raglstratlon for the 
Regional Workshops will be 
available. 
REGION 7 Foster Parent 
Council le having • Regional 
Family Workshop .an Sat. 
April 14 at Northwest 
Communi ty  Col lege.  
Registration fee Is ~ per 
family . this will Include 
buffet lunch and supper. 
Bobysltflng IS provided and 
the agenda Includes 
acflvlttos for nil ages. To 
pre:raglefer cell: BOv &lS. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB "32411 or Jscqule 635-~727. , 
meets every Tuesday at * (nc-Bapr) 
6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
Health Unit For In. 
formation call Joance .635. 
• 7142 or Kathy 6311-0497. 
(pp~ ~,aug)~ i 
PLEASE SUPPORT . 
LADLES AUXILIARY to the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 Terrace regular 
n~onthiy meeting will be 
held Tuesday April ,I at e 
p.m. In the Legion. All 
members are urged to 
please offend: 
(nc3-3apr) 
ABOUT CII ILD :AEUSE " FOR SALE--6 piece dining 
Informatlona! sesslorl for room suite. (hutch, buffet, 
general public Monday table. 60" extends to 90", 4 
April 2r 1984. 6p.m. Library chairs) ~ also Panesonlc 
Ar.t$ ;!Room': :(;retrace). Genius II .mlcrewave oven. 
ResoUrce 'person: Joe Phone 638-0343. 
Rooen, .executive:: director, (p10-10apr) 
pe~nts-ln.crl;:ls, B.C. Coot: 
FREE. ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ] 
[nc4.2apr) " "'"/ - ~ ~ "  ~ * * '~,~I~-':'~!~" 
REGISTERED Boxer 
PupFtes. Pet & khow stock 
i l  
IGREO ROSS: You don't 
Ibether the Hobs. We 
Jdan't tell everyone You 
IcaUSed :the basketball 
| todrnament  loss In 
• |Wil l iams Lake. 
ICe,par)  
I I 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
VICES 2,1 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying . Alarm 








FURNACE REPAIR  
Phone 635-7524 
(stf) 
D.L .G .  PORTER 
Chartered Accountant. 
Trustee In bankruptcy, 
receiver, liquidator. 209. 
4650 Lazelle Ave. P.O. 
Box 888. Terrace, B.C. 






WE WiLL PAY you $30.00 
for 'every hundred an. 
velopes you stuff and send 
us, Send a self addressed 
stamped envelop to Purple 
Martin Holdings Box 8580, 
Station "F"  Calgary, 
Alberta T2J 2V6. 
(p11.9apr) 
MAKE.  MORE MONEY 
working overseas In 
countrles llke U.S.A., 
Kuwait, Saudl Arabia, etc. 
Aim Alaska and N.W.T. 
Permanent-Temporary 
workers needed "are trades 
peop le ,  labourers ,  
.l~rofesslonals, etc. For full 
Informatlon, send your 
name and address to: Box 
ava i lab le  f rom.  
championsh ip  stock. 
Excellent temperament. 




FOR TOP Quality Hay - 10 
miles east of Telkwa S2.00 
per bale. Phone 846.5027. 
(p10.3apr) 
33 For Sale 
miscellaneous 
II 
FOR SALE--body pans for 
1968 to 1974 Flat 050 Couple, 
windshield, doors, etc. 
Phone 635-2577 after 6pm. 
(pS.29,30,2,4,~apr) 
GROW YOUR OWN 
fresh tomatoes, and 
.vegetables, with an 
affordable green house 
(S125.00 and up free 
delivery and assembly.) 
Bakker ' s  Modu lar  
Structures. Phone 638- 
1768 evenings, or view at 
Co-op Garden Center• or 
3961 Dobble St. 
.(p20-Bapr) 
II 
LAKE FRONT,  
Insulated cabin, S miles' 
from 5mlthers lendlng, 
Bob lne  LakE .  
Reasonably prlced. 
Wrlfo to Barry Valle, 






Specializing In fres~ 
:)r'awns In season, cod, 
octopus, snails, live 
cr;~b, halibut and 
shrimp. 
(p2O-Bapr) ' 
l l 'XB' Joey shock Lots of 
windows. A place for 
wood stove or  stove 
Included. Well Insulated. 
Sa00 OBO. Phone 635.7436. 
lpS-6apr) 
PARTS-- Drlyers door 
for Duster. iS0; Hood and 
MUST SELL-- Water well 
drilling rig. Phone 630.8343. 
(p~.Saprll) 
CAT 50 KVA Gen Set 120.121 
3 phase Model 3304 S.N 
2Bl1224 
Slmpower 40 KVA Gee Set 
110.220 1 phase. Model 
SP40DIPM s.n ~540 Englno 
MItsublshl 6DS70 s.n 93867 
Gee Stamford AC23,11 s.n 
G,144.1. 
Lister Diesel 7KVA 110 volts 
Model 1743 NA Brush Aft. 
Lister Diesel 7KVA 110-220 




H] I I I I  / 
PORTABLE Cedar shak~ ,.L 
mill. 36" resew hydraulic : 
cuber gummer, strel~)er 
powered by 6 cyl. Ford. Set 
up on Tandem axle 18' 
trailer, Sl0,0~0. Phone 638- 
1912. 
(p10.12apr) 
47 :. Suite8 : 
" for Rent ::"~:~ 
IIII 
SHARED HOUSE person 
wanted for large 3 bedroom 
home. Dishwasher, washer, 
dryer, fireplaces, fully 
furnished with view. S205 
month. 635-3992 eves. and 
weekends. 
(l~.Sapr) 
2 BEDROOM basement 
sulfa. Fully carpeted, fr l~e 
& stove, drapes. Phone 
635.5556. 
(l~aapr) 
NOW AVAILABLE 1 & 2 
bedroom apartments with 
frldge 'and 'slave a t '~  
M~ntalnvlew Ave. Phme 
635.2577 to view. ' • 
(l~0-26apr) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bachelor suites. 
Available immediately. 
Frame and stove in. 
cluded. Sauna and 
recreation room. 635. 







1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker 
& perking. References 
required is of Feh. 144. 
Please phone 635-5224. 
(acc251an.tfn) 
727, Station F, Toronto, ant• 





WILL DO laundry 
service. Reasonable rates. 
To Inquire call '638-1396. 
I I 
fenders for 1973 plus 
Chev-GMC PU.  $150; 31,8, 
Dodge motor .  S200; 1.15 
6 hole wheel for Chev PU 
or Land Cruiser. 7" wide - 
$10; 1. new 15" radial 
highway fire. $20. Phone 
635.2516. 
(nc.13apr) " 
(sell :mi . i i i |~ , i~ou i  ., 
..... ....... i ' i  r li•rl(I • . . . .  
COMPL~..TE JlJVI~IY Damosel 
4-53 engine. Alao Scout 196 4 
~l.  engine complete. 
Also 400 cu. in small block 
FREE 128 Career Guide 
shows you how to train at 
I '  I ill 
17" DEEP V FIRRI glees 
q~-3apr) 
WILL DO housekeeping in 
Terrace. Call after 8pm US- I 
~s~. 39  
(l~-2apr) 
it/= BEDROOM, self: 
contained unit. S275.00 per 
roD. Phone Malcolm 8 .  5 
p.m. at 638.1986. 
(acc6.fob.ffn) 
ONE BEDROOM apt. fully 
fu rn ished .  P r ivate  







SIGN UP NOWI Kldl 
classes $25. New c l8~ 
starfln.g Apri l  30. For 
more Information phone 
S35-3630.  AL!S  
COMPUTER 
SERVICES. 
App le  Compstab le  
Computer System $1199. 
(ncsff.~pr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
home for 205 top paying :boat, With canopy ~end 
full and part t ime labs. ~:~traller.:~Excelllh~ri;~hope. FURNISHED sleeping 
Also el h-tc ra Granton Institute (Dept. : ~ . r~l,!~'l~|b, room With cooking 
Phone ~ls 3272 !-25) .10S5 West Georgia . ~*  . .  r fac i l i t ies ;  Ut i l i t ies .  
tp10 11apr) S t r e e t N o .  2 0 0 2 " i: Included. Phone 635.~8. 
(ps.38pr) 
Vancouver. Call (604)6115. FOR SALE- -22 '  Atlas ~ ~ :' 
Alumlnlum let boat hull. -'ONE: BEDROOM "suites 
Complete with all gueges Low rents. Close to town 
and steering controls. 
Two.35 gallon gas tanks, 
floor boards, wlnd.screon 
• wiper,  spot l ight,  full 
camper top, let guard etc. 
$5500 OBO. Phone 112.997. 
4854 after Spm. 
(accg-12opr) 
20 FT. RIVERBOAT with 
heavy duty' trailer and 
excellent ~0 HP Mercury 
short shaft S2,900. Ask for 
and shopping. Phone 635. 




APARTMENTS__ 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete wllh dishwasher, 
flrepla~:e, frldge, stove,and 
drapes. Undercover 
perking. Security entrance. 
.... °oug.~3gl3. Phone 635-~a17 
(l~-3apr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(accsepf12tfn) 
Chev. Ask for Dang. Phone 
63S-3673. 
• ' L ! 
4h 
..:~:~T;u Su i te  s }:.~: .;~: : ~  
ONE • TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Call 
manager any time for 
• appointment to vlew.•Phone 
6354547. 
(acc21dec.ffn) 
f f~"  erovlaee of 





accommodat ions for  
Seniors. 
Applications are now 
being taken for Seniors 
occommedatlons. 
Bachelor and 1 
bedroom units, located at 
~04" Kalum Street, 
Terrace. 
To  be eligible 
applicants must be over 
tile"ago of £; years. 
Through s rent 
Supplement program, 
.eech~resldent pays no 
n')~e than 30 per cant of 
gross monthly Income, o r  
the market rent 
whichever Is the lesser 
amount. 
viFor'lnformotlan please 
phons 638-1619 or pickup 
applications from 103.3404 
Kalum Street, Terrace, 
'. B~Ci'~? .. '- 
!ac¢]5-23apr) 
i :  / IdEDROOM su i te .  
FrRIge and stove 
Included. Nice yard. Good 
vtew, s~$ month, phone 
after Spm, 635.2837 
Queensway Ave. 
(l~-Gapr) 
1 & 2 BEDROOM 
apartment located on 
Brauns Island. Avallabis 
taPe'rant Immediately. 
Special rates for retired 





Restocking and servicing 
retail stores and accounts 
in your area. Be a local 
dls, tr lbutor. Excellent 
product, l lne, :Tra in ing 
provided." Investment 
required. $3495 (secul'~l). 
112-589-3132. 
(l~-GaPr) 
:iF Y0U ARE ambitious, 
~ rsonable, and honest, 
Is may be for you. Nsw 
Canadian Company, B.C. 
Manufacturer  offers 
product line with 
• d igni f ied market ing  
system. Substantial ,5 
tlgure Income pooslhis In 
1st year, or can provide 
high 2nd Income with 
short hours. For 
Information call Donne 
NEWER HOME 
bedrooms. 3V~ baths. Close 
to town and schools. Phone 
633-kl77. 
(pS~lapr) 
| BEDROOM house on 
(p4-sapr) 
TWO BEDROOM house for 
rent,-In town. Frldge end 
stove. No pets. Available 
April 1.84. Phone 635.5464. 
(pl~.~'pr) , 
OPPORTUNITYI 
3 bedro~n house, 1400 sq. ft 
near N.W.C.C. with 
workshop &" carport on :1 
acres c~ land. For sale. 
Asking ~68 000. Phone..63& 
3~25. 
(l~0-eapr) 
DUPLEX ON PINE sT. in 
Thornhlll. 2 bedrooms each 
unit. Carpeted throughout. 
Revenue $660 a month. 
Asking $,t6,500 to view phone 
635-953O. 
:" • (p20.18apr) 
3 YEAR OLD HOME on 
large,corner lot. Full 
basement with finished 
family room. S bedrooms. 
Central vacuum system, 
onq~t tin~ghout, auk n~. 
In klh:hen and dining room. 
Garden area and fruit trees 
In Im3e beckynrd. Phone 
ulter six ~ .  
(pX0-10apr) 
S BEDROOM condominium 
1½ beth, on Wakh between 
Sparks and Kalum Close to 
downiown and schools. 
Fe~ed In backyard with 
I~rb and vegetable gardmt 
I~ta,000..,Phone 838-1919. 
(pl0-10apr) 
2 BEDROOMIog house, 1200 
sq. if.on main, 1000 upstairs 
in loft. One.third acre. 
Scenic river view lot. 
~9,000. 533.4S68 or 633.0~78 
phone after lpm to view. 
(pl0-2apr) 
LAROE TREE Covered lot 
on Kirby St., Thor~hlll. 
Asking $13,400. Cell 535.5414 x 
p.m . . . .  
{p10.12epr) 
GOOD BUILDING lot for 
1ale 3569 Cottonwood Crss. 
SgNO gEe. Phone 980.4259. 
(pG.2spr) 
Campbell at 6354387. 
(p34aprl 1 " " 
- ' I r  
1t71 MAZDA. Excellent 
cundlllon. Rebuilt engine, 
new brakes, good tires, AM. 
FM stereo-cassette, $2850. 
Call 635-2621. 
(p3.2apr) 
HONDA ACCORD-1970 2 
door 5 speed. Lift back. 
coodltlon. Must sell. 
$1800 Phone 6354570. 
(p3-2epr) 
197a LINCOLN TOWN CAR 
60,000 Hwy. miles. 
Excellent condition, Dark 
Brown-Gold pin stripe with 
velour lnterisr.. Asking 
$7M0. Phone~83&3014 i~ter 
4:S0 p.m. weekdays 
snyl/me weekends. 
(pl0-10apr) 
1978 4-DR. "HATCHBACK 
,'~AZDA and 1973 fully 
camperlzed Volkswagen for 
sale. for Information 635. 
3.583. 
1979 CUTLASS 
SUPREME Ful ly 
loaded. 54,000 km, 305 
Va, Air tend. $,1..c00 OBO. 
Phone Ken at 635.3333 
days or 635-3870 Eves. 
(occ4.4apr) 
I 
1973 PLYMOUTH Fury 2, 
phons ~-~s~6. .  , 
(nc,13apr) - 
19N GMC 4x4 New back 
tires and exhaust system. 
Reliable. Phone 6354477. 
(K;~4apr) 
FOR SALE-- 1979 ~ ton 
Dodge Pickup. New motor 
and paint lob. $3600 OBO. 
~-1~. (stt) 
i 
t go  ! J E E :P ]  
WAGONEER for bids I
call Rod or Ann at 635- I
2261 between 8:30 a.m.| 
and 5:00 p.m. I 
(acc10.13spr) I 
~. ~,;~ .; • " : "~'~]:~i1!i~?i, . ' • }~9. . .~:~ob l l~ .  . . ~. ~., -. . . . . . . . . . . .  
Gossip Column : 
JOEY SHACK 8'x12' 
Insulated. 2 doors, 2 
windows, wires 2 
receptacles. Outs'Iris 
light: Asking $1000. Phone 
635-2691. " .. 
(ps-~apr) 
FOR SALE--All you need 
Is bed and TV . KnloM 
mobile home. Large 1 
bedroom skirted. 90 per 
cerlt furnished. Joey 
schack. $I0,500. Phone 
635.3239. 
(pS-Gspr) 
1~74 ESTATE EXPANDO. 
IP, xS8' :1 bedroom 5 
appliances. 8x18' addition, 




1972 custom painted bus. 
New short block, 4 speed. 




::.68/!: (e9ol  
Q. Is It true that Broad- 
way producer David Mer: 
rick Is in a nursing home 
after suffering a massive 
stroke? -- M.R. 
A. Where ~do these 
rumors come from? Here's 
the situation. Merrink did 
suffer a stroke.last year, 
but it was a relatively mild 
one. He was seen looking fit 
at the recent 20th euniv.er- 
anry celebration of his 
most successful show, 
"Hello Dolly." Merck  
Is behind her. Is that true? Iprefers to be called, was in 
[ - -  K.B. . It he company of three of her 
I [ehildren and her brother 
i" A. "Mess". Is much too [(Howard) and his. wife. 
t strong.a for IAlso co lcus y on hand 
current slmauon. "'DUll" was groom-te-be Victor 
~ / m i g h t  be a more sultableJLtma 
m : ~  - - - - / word. Her professional lffel ' ~, ... 
I has been in l ho since the ~ i : !  i:.!'~:, 
~utlling of some TV pro- i ~ i ~ : ~ i  
jects which she wee d.e 
to star. Ditto for Sally's ~ ,~ '~ 
personal life since the ~ ~ ~  
b~a~p of her marriage to ~ ~ ~  
psychiatrist Dr.. William ~ / * ~  
Radar. Struthers lives with ~ ~ ,., 
her daughte r Samantha, m~r ~ ~ 
andgets  involved in O .I saw some recent 
Charitable activities I -" ^# T^,  o;.,., . . . . .  ., . . . . . . . .  • "~ photos u~ am, ,~,,us~ a,u 
spotma ner at a.ou~vooa my Jaw dropped. Since 
party not long ago, and she when did ,he become so 
confessed her social ife of 
GRADING AND 
DRAINAGE FOR NEW 




Work consists of excavation 
& grading all classes of 
material; dleposal of waste 
materials; placing and 
compacting excavated 
materiel Into fill areas and 
placing and compact 
granular materials. 
Sealed tenders In the self 
addressed envelope will be 
received up to 12 o'clock 
noon Mountain Standard 
Time, Thursday April 19, 
19134. 
Tendering documents 
may be obtained from the 
office of Regional Chief 
Engineer, lath Floor~,J,00~-. 
104 Ave., Edmonton, AIM. 
or the Track & Roadway 
Officer, 14,180- 117 A 
Avenue, North Surrey, B.C. 
ar "the Track & Roadway 
Engineer, 283 George 
Street, Pi'lnce George, B.C. 
on or after Thursday, 
March 29, 1984 upon deposit 
of s certified flffy dollar 
(aS0) cheque payable to the 
Canadian Nallonal Railway 
CO. Deposit refund~ on 
return of documents In good 
condition within thirty 130) 
daye from the date of tender 
closing. For further 
technical enquiries call the 
office of Mr. G. Roberts, 
Prelect Officer, Terrace, 
B.C. (dO4)635-4613. 
The lowest or any tender 




showed off the piano 
talents of his ll-year-old 
. daughter~ and also beamed 
at his new Swedish-bern 
wife, Etan to whoin he had 
been married before..For 
the first time In a long 
while, Merrick soemd real- 
ly happy in marriage, and 
in fine fettle. 
Q. We hear that Sally 
Stmthers is a personal and 
professional mess these 
days now that her "All in 
the Family" TV popularity 
CNRAIL  , 
.E.D.SFOR 63 t.so, 
C,N RA IL  
TENDERS FOR 
GRADING AND 
DRAINAGE FOR NEW 
SIDING AT WATSC~N, KM 
28.6 (MILE 17.8) TELKWA 
SUBDIVISION BRITISH 
COLUMBIA. 
Work consists of clearing; 
excavation and grading all 
classes of material; supply 
and place granular 
materiel; supply and place 
corrugated metal pipe; 
supply and erect fencing. 
Sealed tenders In the self. 
addressed envelope ~NIII be 
received up to 12 o'clock 
noon Mountaln~Standard. 
Tlme,.Wednesday April 18, 
• 1984. 
Tendering documents 
may be' obtained from the 
office of Reglona*l Chief 
Engineer, lSth Floor, 10004. 
104 Ave., Edmonton, Alto. 
or the Track & Roadway 
Officer, 14480 • 117 A 
Avenue, North Surrey, B.C. 
Or the Track & Roadway 
Engineer, 283 George 
Street, Prince George, B.C. 
on or after Thursday, 
March 29, 1984 upon deposit 
of a certified fifty dollar 
($50) cheque payable to the 
Canadian National Railway 
Co. Deposit refunded on 
return of documents In good 
condition within thirty (30) 
days from the date of tender 
closing. For further 
technical enquiries call the 
office of Mr. G. R~0erts, 
Prelect Officer, Terrace, 
B.C. (60~) 635,1612. 
The lowest or any tendm; 




late hasn't been too ex-! 
citing. Doesn't sound like 
Sally, at 35, is enjoying 
much of her life. 
Q. Since Sear Coane~ 
has come back again a~ 
James Bond, hasn't Roge~ 
Moore decided to toss in the 
towel as  the other movit 
007? - -  E.H. 
A. You have  that  
backwards. Sesn recently 
told me that "Never Say 
Never Again" is definitely 
his last Bond screen outing. 
At 53, he says, he's too old. 
13¢ that as it may or may 
not be, Roger gives no hint 
of giving up his claim to the 
007 part. In fact, he .and 
producer Albert BrocGoll 
are talking up yet another 
installment -- to be titled 
"From a View to a Kill." 
Roger's been kept bus~ 
lately in Chicago where h~ 
filmed his latest, "Th~ 
Naked Face." It was in th~ 
Windy City that he told me 
that, without Bond, he'd 
feel -- well, naked. 
TAXING SITUATION: A 
v 'o r ld -e lass  s ing ing  
superstar has a penchant 
tar visiting famous depqrt- 
meat stores, ordering 
scads of luxury;toms, then 
informing the clerk as bar 
bill Is being written up, 
"You know, I'm not ac- 
eustomed to paying' any 
tex.".~Usualty~ his in- 
JatL~gl.;t~fi~ "*' works. 
However, on one such sho~ 
ping Jaunt, the sales clerk 
looked the star right In the 
eye and evenly replied, "If 
you don't pay, all this Vult- 
ton luggage won't travel 
out of the starer" Miss Big, 
realizing that she'd met her 
match, huffed and exited 
from the premises without 
saying anotbee word. 
Q. Was Llz Taylor aban- 
doned by supposedly close 
friends and family during 
her reqent hospitalization 
for drug abuse? -- X.C. 
A. Just the opposite~ Dur- 
ing her therapy at the Betty 
Ford . Eisonhower Drug 
Rehabilitation Center in 
California, Taylor went 
through what's ca l led 
"family week." The idea Is 
to have loved ones about o 
reinforce the •hospital's 
tough rehabllitalion pro- 
gi'am. Elisabeth,. as she 
DON'T LET WILDFIRES BE 
gorgeous? He must have 
worked out or something 
because now he's definitely 
in my "hunk" class. What 
happened? --  E.T. 
A. Jeff exerelsed and 
milt up his body for his role 
in the new "Against .All 
Odds" movie. He plays a 
football player who tracks 
down a runaway heiress 
and is beset by strong-arm 
characters who set him up 
for a fall. Director Taylor 
Hackford was asked how to 
describe Jeff's macho'role. 
" In .  th ree  words , "  
Hackford said, "Don't 
cross Bridges," 
Q. During a tribute to the 
la Ethel Merman, TV 
talk show host David Hart- 
man of "Good Morning 
America" remarked that 
he'll always treasure the 
memory of the great Mer- 
man, with feet planted 
firmly on stage, beltingout 
"There's No Business Like 
Show Business" in "Annie 
Get Your Gun." Was it 
really Ethel who introduc- 
ed this c lass ic?.  S.W. 
~ You :bet:, Factually, 
. song wa~'t"&~n the 
show*stopping blockbuster 
some people seem to sug- 
gest .  Merman sang 
"Thor's No Bl~siness Llke 
Show Business"  with 
several other members of 
the east of Irving Berlin's 
"Annie Get Your Gun," 
without benefit of a special 
productton umber or set. 
Back then, thls melody was 
by no means a show- 
stepper and was eclipsed 
by other song hits from 
Berlin's terr/fic score. Only 
with the passage of time 
dld the publin take the song 
to its heart and accept it as 
the national anthem of 
show business. 
Q. I hear Robby Benson, 
of all people, Is playing an 
American Indian in his 
latest movie. Now I think 
Robby's cute and a pretty 
good actor, but i can't pic- 
tun) h lmas an Indian. - -  
S.S. 
A. Then you Mould go see 
"Running Brave," the 
movie in which Beuson 
s tars  as the nat ive  
American Olympic cham- 
pion Billy Mills. Robby has 
played a wide variety of 
ethnic roles in his career, 
including an Orthodox Jew 
In "The Chosen," a 
Mexican-American in 
"Walking Proud" and a 
Catholic prlest in "The 
End."  We hear  .that 
American Indian groups 
are pleased with hls latest 
portrayal. 
Q. I can't believe this Is 
true but I have heard that 
Meryl Streep is married to 
a very passive man who 
Just trails along behind her 
and'that she's the real boss 
in the family. -- M.S. 
A. That couldn't be. fur- 
ther f rom the truth. 
Meryl's husband, Donald 
Gummer, a successful; 
sculptor, wears the prover- 
him pants and she's a 
home-loving woman who Is 
devoted to him. Here's an 
example: Alter Meryl 
finished "The French 
Lieutenant's Woman," 
which took her away from 
home for nine months, she 
was offered the female lead 
In the Br i t i sh  f i lm 
"Betrayal" with Jeremy 
Irons and Ben Kingsley. 
8treep's husband said that 
ff She took another locaUon 
role wldch would keep her 
away for months again, he 
would divorce her. She 
turned own the plum part. 
Q. The last time I was in 
New York, I had the 
pleasure of eating at The 
Russian Tea Room and I 
saw so many celebrittesf 
With all  those stars who go 
there, they should make a 
movie. I know I would go to 
sseit.--  M.J, 
A. They already have. 
The gracious owner of The 
Russian Tea Room, Faith 
Stewart-Gordon, has given 
permission for four major 
movies to be lensed there 
over the past few years: 
Shirley MacLaine's "The 
Turning Point," Woody 
Allen's "Manhat tan , "  
Dustin Hoffman's "Toot- 
sin" and, currently, Dudley 
Moore's "Unfaithful ly 
Yours." 
* -[E[ TAKE "~' 
,,I 
" "1~, ' . . '  ~-b' l ,  
HuimiiGTOH APARIIEHTS 
4934-3S Davb Ave. 
TAKING • APPLICATIONS AGAIN 
References required 
2 bedroom. 1350 & up 
I bedroom, 1295 & up 
--4ridge & stove -.-drapes & carpel 
--storage morn & --laandry facBlllea 
private' parkl,g on every floor 
--spacious, quiet & dean suites in excellent locatim 
..-only S minutes from SkeenaMall by car or bus. 
-.-dose to sehools& recreation ground 
--security system. 
Come for a clew. You'll'en|oy your residence. 
Phone msnuger anytlme 
m-SS  . . . .  
" I ;M '  . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  
I 
Lumber Sale 
Skeena Sawmills is having a 
Spring Lumber Sale 
Saturday,  Apr i l  7 
8 am ~ 1 pm 
Co achman 
Apartments 
ee..f--.f d..tl,'.g;/.d., . . . ,  
-,e".~. J,.e,,, ..J,,c.., e.,h.f, 
o~,,,t*,, c,,il~ apt,m, , , i J ,  d , , . 'n.f . , .  
P~oao' mHaf , r  m,l,l/mo 
638-8245 
B~ ~ ~ ~ BY NEWEST & BES.T TOO 
Nowat affordable Rates 
~-~'~f~ One bedroom at 8325" mo. 
~/mmi lb l~ Two bedroom at 836000 mo. 
.-=Attractive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beauti ful  appliances, ti led showers 
- -Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
• - - Large  balconies with screened patio doors 
- -Lots of park ing,  recreation court 
' --Security, enter phones and deadbelts 
. - -Drapery co.ordlnated to w- -w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented- close to schools 
--Hospital ,convenience store, parks, 
Car wash, al l  in area 
-$NO.M re.eve in allowance f~r April 1-30 
Pro fess iona l ly  Managed 
by trained staff who respect , 
end care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
: i' ~ s, 
,~ ., ~. . . . .  ~ . , .  .~. . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '1 . . . . . .  
' I . .  
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Joe Jackson"s Body and: S0ul stand out 
It may not be his most nndDay, areleasewhich. He acknowledges LIVE IS LOVELY ;;; relsases, fans are advised 'Por tuga l  . doub le  TOP lOpop aibumsanfl 1O(12)She'sSognusual" 
commerclalwork to date, was remarkable for its contemporaryforrnswlih A new live release from against missing its live diamond certification siogles as eompiled by the Cyndi Lauper 
but Joe Jackson's Body percussion.heavy' rich his funky You Can't Get Dire Straits, Alchemy executiort from the Canadian national music trade SINGLES 
and Soul (A and M textures and its totallack What You Want (.Till You (Verttgo-Pdygram), . Knopfler isn't famous Recording Industry source, The Record. 1(3)Girls Just Want to 
Records) stands out from of gultar~ Know What You Want) bears  ~' a, "r disclaimer fo r  writing succinct Association Is expected Bracketed f igures Have Fun -- Cyndi 
h is  seven-a lbum Jackson hack-pedals a and the popish Go Forlt  warningpdtenli~l buyers songs, but the, limited anyday now for Michael indicate position last Lauper 2(2)Jump-- Van Haien catalogue for its keen little on Body and Soul to and Happy Ending. But that the album was done c~ferings here' - -  only 10 Jackson's monster album week. 
sense of sophistication engageina limited return he scores highest with without re-recording or numbers over four sides Thrilier, which has ALBUMS . 3(1799 Red Balloons -- 
and broad-bsced appeal, to the pop norm. But the such weightier outs as werdubs and therefore -- neger beeome begged surpassed the two- t(1)Cdour By Numbers Nena 
It's a coup of sorts for album is dominated by The Verdict, Cha Cha' "there are occasional down by gratuitous filler, million-sales mark in -- Culture Club 4(11)Somebedy's 
Jackson, a product of his clear love for more Loco, Heurt of lee and the stage buzzes." The" ins t rumenta l  Canada. That'safirsi for 2(2)Thriller--Michael WatchingMe--Rnokwell 
Britain's new wave vintage ~ and more beautifully evocative Forget it; in light of the passages are as relevant this country, folks. Jackson 5(7)Footioose -- Kenny 
movement who only three .highbrow -- musical instrumental Loisaide. quality of this two<lbe in every.instance as the Mesnwhile, EplcRecords ' 3(3)1984 -- Van Halen Loggins 
or four years ago was devices, including set, the infrequent ]yrical content itself. has  scrapped plans to 4 (4)Touch  -- 6(6)l Want a New Drug 
spinning his wheels in elements of jazz, salsa technical flubs can be, Live "recordings by  isoue The Lady in My Life Eurythmics --Huey Lewis and The 
frustration over what he and even classical music. Jackson's vocals have forgiven in an instant, nature frequently fall as the album's 5(5)Learning To Crawl News 
saw as a rock 'n' roll Bodyand Soul is neither never been strenger, best Alchemy. is superbly victim ta l l y  balanced unprecedented eighth --  Pretenders 7(4)Karma Chameleon 
wasteland. Shucking all a rock album nor a work evidenced by his work on recorded and masterfully sound and even erratic single, no ddubt to avoid 6(7)Sports --  Huey -- Culture Club 
sense of pop convention, as drastically opposed as the ballads Not Here, Not executed by Mark performances, Alchemy conflicting with the first Lewis and The News 8(5)Thdller -- Michael 
he emerged with an his Jumpin' Jive exercise Now and Be My Number Knopfler and. company, is a rarity among them. release from the coming 7(6)90125. Yes Jackson 
album of '40s swing, and in swing. Rather, it's an Two. The latter, moody Although the material is The Swiss heavy metal album from Jackson and 8(8)Seven and the 9(8)Here Comes the 
fotlowed up a year later intelligent blend of old and melodic, is a true available on previous unit Krocus will become his brothers, ... - Ragged Tiger --  Duran Rain Again -- 
. Duran Eurythmics with his excellent Night and new. gem. Dir.e Straits studio temporary residents of Top 10 9( 15)Footloose - -  10(9)Red Red Wine -- 
' Canada this week when, Mafia princess tells it all monththey stay.C°nverge'°n Here are the week's .Soundttack UB40 
CHICAGO (AP)  - -  Her 
childhood Santa •Claus 
was played by a loan 
shark. Her first lover was 
a family priest. And her 
daddy was a mob kingpin. 
Antoinette Giancana 
says that's what growing 
up was l i keas  the 
daughter of .Sam (Momo) 
Giancana, a man 
described • by crime 
experts as the most 
powerful mobster since 
AI Capone. 
As G ianeana 's  
daughter, she luxuriated 
in the world of Mafia 
privilege and power: 
Paris fashions, Las Vegas 
nightclubs and Hollywood 
celebrities. 
But  Anto inet te  
Giancana was daring. 
And she says she paid for 
her indiscretions. 
Beatings from her 
father. A back-room 
abortion. Suicidal moods. 
Shock treatments in a 
mental hospital. And 
ostracism from her 
family. 
Now, Giancann, 48, iS 
rebelling once again, 
breaking a Mafia code of 
Growing Up In Sam 
Giancana's Family, 
touted as a Daddy 
Dearest version of life in 
the inner sanctum of the 
mob. 
The book; co-written 
with Thomas Renner, 
"was a dream I had when 
my father was alive," she 
said in an interview from 
her Chicago.area home. 
"That was a constant 
threat I used when we got 
in battles." Renner is a 
reporter who specializes 
in ~'ganized crime news. 
• MARRIED TO LAWYER 
Gianeana, who is 
married to a lawyer but 
uses her family name, 
said she and her father 
argued violently when she 
brought up the pcssibillty 
ct writing a book. It would 
endanger her life, he told 
her. 
But she added: "The 
man is dead. He'poses no 
threat to. me at all. We 
both disappointed each 
other." 
In 1975, Gisncana'was 
killed in an apparent 
gangland "hit" --  five ,22- 
calibre bullets in the neck 
at his suburban Oak Park was away, one of his 
home. enforcers-- a bookmaker 
Before his death, and loan shark --played 
Giancanahadheenlinked Santa Claus for her, 
allegedCIA plots to kill answering her prayers 
Cuban President Fldel for ice skates. 
Castro. He had been She seid her first sexual 
scheduled to testify encounter, at age 15, was 
before a Senate with a family priest who 
subcommittee less than ~" counselled her father:ond 
week after he was killed, accepted his gifts. 
Giancana also was Also as a .teen, 
reputedly involved in Giancana said, she 
bootlegging, gambling, eventually learned some 
narcotics and extortion as details of her father's 
boss o/ a multimillion. ' lousiness and the fear and 
dollar empire, c lout  he wielded. 
Glaneana mentions Po l i t i c ians  and 
names in her book. But ce lebr i t ies  came 
her memories are not of courting. A Giancana 
violent acts or diabolical request for entertainment 
minds, at a land-raiser brought 
In fact, her childhood Out top stars. She 
was sheltered. There received personal studio 
were no newspapers in tours from a movie 
the house, She attended mogul. ." 
private schools. Her But father and 
father, who loved antique daughter' had different 
music boxes, gave the ideas about the life of a 
church hefty donations. Mafia Prinee~. , 
Talking about her He was "terr ib ly 
father's business was t rad i t iona l , "  said 
taboo. Giancana, 'who worked 
She recalls that when briefly as a model. "No 
she was four years old, matter wlait I  would have 
her. father was sent to denc, (he would have 
silence. This time, she's and one in the mouth by prison, and her mother said), 'Why aren't you 
on the rcad promoting her an assailant who came said, "Daddy's going to' home and taking careof 
book, Mafia Princess: calling one summe r night college." While Giancuna the kids?"' ~ : ~ i, 
Catholic hurch recruits priest • C S 
ROME (AP) --  The 
Roman Catholic Church 
is increasingly turning to 
advertising and other 
publicity campaigns to 
attract men to the 
priesthood. 
Dioceses and religious 
orders have put up 
billboards, taken out 
adver t i sements  in 
magaz ines  and  
newspapers  and 
organized conventions to 
.recruit young men. 
The message is driven 
home by Pope John Paul, 
who makes a point during 
his foreign travels of 
asking families to 
"contribute a son to the 
church." 
The Vatiean's most 
recent statistics show 
there were 413,600 priests 
among the world's 790 
million Roman Catholics 
at the end of 19~0, a drop 
o/12,000 since 1975. 
However,. the Vatican 
notes the rate of decline in 
1980 was the lowest since 
1971, and officials point 
out that • religious 
vocations are growing, or 
least holding their own, in 
such countries as Ireland, 
South Korea, Tanzania 
and the Pope's native 
Poland. 
In the United States, 
however, the number ot 
those entering the 
priesthood continues to 
dwindle. The church . today's young people to 
eonntsd 57,870 American make a deep 
priests last year, down 
from the high of 5%000 
priests in 1970, when there' 
were four million fewer 
Roman Catholics. 
In an effort to attract 
, A similar campaign in 
Canada used billboards 
depicting an  agonized 
Christ on a cross urging: 
"Dare to Be a Priest Like 
Me." 
When the billboards 
appeared in Toronto, 
complaints were voleod 
that the campaign was 
tasteless,  b latant  
commercialism. 
Some members of the 
clergy blame celibacy, 
others the hesitancy of 
commitment. Some cite 
the  apparent ly  
diminishing esteem in 
which priests are held, 
particularly in a ceuntry 
such as Italy, Where, at 
one time, having a.priest 
in the family was viewed 
as "making a gift to the 
Lord." 
Rome, the Pope's own 
diocese .with some three 
million Roman Catholics, 
has produced on ly  a 
handful, of priests ; in 
recent years. Only two 
were ordained in 1981. 
recruits, church officials ingredient 0~ film production and projection, has been 
in Connecticut have put honored with an Oscar at the Academyof Motion. 
Picture Arts and:: Sciences technical awards up a highway sign with 
the message: "God Calls 
on the Priesthood At Any 
Age." 
Technical Oscars 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) -- Research that 
led to an improved light source, the fundamental -'
Bardot controversy 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  French actress Brigitte Bardot, 
who devotes much of her time to the protection of' 
endangered an~nai species, has touched off" an 
international incident by donating an ivory bracelet 
for a Quebec City auction. 
The bracelet, sent to Queboc's Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, is made from the 
tusks of e lephants -  an endangered species. 
Products from elephant ivory are banned from 
import into 86 countries under an international treaty 
d~served by Canad~ and France; 
Bardot, 49, who for years has publicly opposed the 
annual seal hunt off Newfoundland, contributed the 
bracelet, valued at $,300, to help the society offest its 
$~6,000-debt. 
But the bracelet, which arrived by mall at the 
Canadian border Wednesday, was confiscated by 
Customs Department officials. 
Federal officials in Ottawa will now study Bardot's 
bauble to determine if it really is Ivory. 
If it's fake, it will be turned over to Its intended 
recipient, M.A. Gallup, assistant deputy minister in 
the department said Saturday. 
But if it is real, it could be locked up forever in a 
Revenue Department showcase to remind Canadians 
of the danger of importing oods fashioned from 
endangered animal species. 
However, the French government can secure its 
release with the appropriate export permit, 
accompanied bya Canadian import permit obtained 
by the snoiety. 
Society president Serge De Beaumon said he has 
asked Revenue Minister Pierre Bussler~ to help the 
group get the bracelet. 
De Beoumon said he is certain Bardot would never 
purchase an item made from endangered animals. 
"She probably got It (t~e bracelet) as a present, 
and because it was made out of an endangered 
species, decided to give it to us to help anlmois." 
The society has already postponed its auction, 
scheduled for the first week in May, so the matter can 
be cleared up, De Besumon said. 
.nrezentation. 
The academy presents such awards, often for work, 
not readily understandable outside the industry, in 
advafico f its annual acting and film awards next 
Monday. It cited 11 contributions to motion picture 
technology in a ceremony Saturday night. 
The Academy Award of Merit went to Kurt Larehe 
of the OSRAM Research and Development 
Laboratories, who developed the';xenon shert-urc 
discharge lamp for theatre motion picture projection. 
Continuous development has improved reliability 
and light output, and the introductlan of lamps that 
operate efficiently vertically or horizontally has 
made automated projection systems possible; the 
academy said. 
The Gordon E. Sawyer Award was presented to 
John Frayne for developments in the science of 
motion picture sound. 
Plaques for scientific and engineering awards went 
to four men. 
Jonathan Erland and Roger Dorney'of Apogee Inc. 
won for engineering a reverse bluescreen travelling 
matte procem for special effscts photography. Their 
process reduced costs and gives greater freedom to 
film-makers. 
Gerald Turpin of Lightflex International Limited 
devebped an in-camera device for contrast control 
and special effects. 
Gtmn~ Mieheison'wan cited for improvlng on 
electronic, hlgh.speed precision Hght valve for film 
printing mac.hines. 
Technical Achievement Awards were given to: 
- -  WllIlam Krokaugger of Mole-Richardson Co., 
who designed a'portable 12,000-watt lighflog-control 
trimmer foe projection. , 
--  Charles Watson, Larry Langrehr and John 
Steiner for an electro-mechanical f der for use on 
continuous contact printers. 
- -  Elizabeth De La Mare for continuing research 
and development of special effecte pyrotechnics or 
explosives. 
--  Douglas Fries, Jdm Lacey and'Michael Sigrbt 
for designing a ~-mm reflex convehion camera . 
system for special effects photography; 
- -  Jack Cashln of Ultra-Stere Labs Inc. for a four. 
channel, stereophonic decoding system for optical 
sound track reproduction, 
- -  David Degenkotb for designing an automated 
silver recoverer for film laboraterleS, 
Vancouver fop a 4½- 
"the band, whose last 
~dbum, Headhunters, sold 
to gold status in the" 
United States and several 
European, countries, will 
settle into a Vancouver 
recording studio to cut 
album No. '5, with 
Canadian producer Bruce 
(Loyerboy) Fatrbairn at 
the helm. , " 
In mid-August, Krecus 
will launch a massive 
tour of Canada, the U.S., 
England, Germany,  
Switzerland and the Far 
East .... 
business directory 
SATELLITE VINYL, FABRICS 
& CAN.VAS WORKS 
Boat Tops 
Let us repair your old boat top or make you a new 
one orre-cover  your seats. ,-" 
RR3 John, Rd. 635"4348 
Terrace ROLAND PUEI'Z 
KERMODE SHAKE 
HANDgPLIT RESAWN, CEDAR SHAKE8 
.No.1-24", No,~-24" & No.I.16". 
also bundled cedar Idn .dJ~. . 
Bagged cedar sawdmt 
RR4 Robert Jusus 
Old Remo Rd. 
• ...=e 638-1912 
STEVE R. CULLIS 
125-4741 I 
, Skimma Hall 
Tmnac,, D.C. 635-67113 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
~OX 441 
TERR~ g'. O C 
V~ 4BI 
am.., 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on dl,~play in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
Energy Efficient & Affordable 
3869 Mul ler  Ave. 635-9418 
FOR LEASE 
Commercial 0r Warehouse Space 
At the corner of Kelth, Kenney & Pohle 
--three units, 1737 sq. ft. each with store fronts. 
- -one unit, 1800 sq. ft. with store front. 
• -one  uni t ,  951 sq. ft., with 14x14 overhead door. 
Coil DAVE McKEOWN 
635-7459 
Total Business Services 
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE * 
pr -  . . . .  ~ i 
638-0195 TO L S EC: mo v,,, 
TYPING, PAGING; PHOTOCOPYING 
Alarm Monitoring for 
Total Security Service 
o 
, ,,, 
  etry 
RB ELECTRONICS 
Warranty Work On 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York, Toshiba, 
Zenith, Lloyds, 
Repairs to all makesof ., 
Stereos & T.V.'s " 
,., O.A,AM 




Book now for that Spring 
or Summer event. 
, ed a J 
DAVID J. DEDILUKE 
BI~ITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYOI', ) . ~ . I I~ I I I~PO. I I~  ~ H :  " ' . ~ L ~  
3305 KENNEY STREET. " ' " - = ~  ~ ~  
TERRACE. BC VSG 3G3 ~- :~- - '~-~ l ~ ~ ~  
,. , , II - . .~ . : . . .~ , .  . .  ,-:~... ~__._~_ . __ .  ~,,~ ... 
' ~ d s h i e l d  & Auto Gin,, ,r-,.,. ,, .~" t~ 'z  . . ass ICBC ~,laims 1 ~/~L AF-.'I ~ < L V~ Specialists 
Learn  the  Ar t  o f  theSamvra i  . ~  Handled 
~:~. : --Wil' redu~s stress 
, '  C ~'~,  ."11 ~ ~ -proven effective In eel, defLmce ' 
~,'! i~/"";';,"-" ,o.,..,,,,,.,,,,:~..,,o:~ 
Club phone No. 635 95t~ O r 6;11 0~3 
' .' Call 538-0453 ~ A KE I TH~. . . . . . . " ' '~3~ ~ ~ ' 
 5LF-]  F {<AF,. AI E 6- ,,,, 
632.4741 
':For.information on running your ad in the business 
directory call 635-6357 
